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exists a class of lettered monuments, less
conspicuous than many others, but which appears to
deserve a larger share of attention than it has hitherto
obtained. It consists of the stamps impressed by the
ancients upon their pottery. The material itself is
almost imperishable; for although it may be fractured,
it does not readily disappear, and few others are so
little subject to chemical alteration. Hence it becomes
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more secure thar either metals or marble from th
generality of cl
0 mg accidents.
Many museums possess specimens of Egyp iar
bricks dried in the sun, and bearing hieroglyphic
legends; amo Ig "rhich the cartouches of royal names
are not uncommon. Babylonian bricks, with their
cuneiform characters, are also familiar. Still more
frequent in cabinets and in published collections are
the large circular seals of Roman tiles and bricks.
These offer names, sOInetimes of potters, sometimes
of the ovvners of, the prcedium in which the brickfield was situated, and more rarely those of Consuls;
of w honl the earliest as yet discovered are perhaps
Collega altd Crispus CA. D. 93), near the close of
the reign of Domitian.
Long however before that epoch, the Greeks I ad
a )plied lettered stamps to their pottery; chiefly to
the landles of the ordinary unvarnished DIOT/E, or
pointed AMPHOR£ of commerce; which served to
contain wine, oil, and different other fluids or semifluids. l The Greek stan1ps, unlike the Roman, are
in no case referable to private officin(E. The names
they exhibit are those of magistrates, never of figuli.
Sometimes they furnish, along with proper nan1es,
the designations also of Greek months; not Athenian,
but belonging to a calendar as yet imperfectly known.
The object of this nlemoir is limited to an examination of such sigillated handles. Accident has placed
great numbers in my possession, and it is possible
1 By the Greeks, this vessel was usually called K€paj-to~, or dj-tq>OPEV~ ;
the first being, perhaps, the older and more precise term for the
common ware here noticed. In the same way, the Romans named it
indiffi rently le ta, amphora or diota: also cadus, chiefly with reference
to . . ome Greek wines which came in jars of that denomination.
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tha't materials so rriuch more abundant than any of
their class hitherto accessible, may afford some particulars of curious information.
But MANUBRIA such as those about to be described
are not altogether novelties. Still, Sicily is 'the only
country in which many had hitherto been observed.
So far back as the middle of the sixteenth century,
two or three specimens were reported by the native
historian and topographer Fazzello, and as many
1110re appeared subsequently in the 'Sicula' of
D'Orville. It was, however, the Prince of Torre~uzza:
(Castello) who, principally from the cabinets of local
antiquaries and frorn their manuscripts, first collected
copies of manubrial stamps, forty-nine of which he
inserted in his body of Sicilian inscriptions. 2 All
but three are either rightly copied, or they may be
recognized. 1:'he months they record are nine; indeed ten, including an intercalary month. They are,
The8mophorius.
Dalius.
Agrianius.
Theudasius.
Artamitius.

Hyacinthius.
Badromius.
Carneius.
Panamus.
Deuteral Panamus.

1"0 which the editor adds Hadrianius, Liamus, Laromins; mistaken readings for Agrianius, Panamus,
and Badromius. Other seals of the same description
have been published in our own time, by writers whose
productions are l~ttle known in England. The Baron
J udica, 3 in an account of his excavations at Palazzuolo (Acrce), has given nineteen, of which fourteen are available. The President Avoli0 4 has added
2
4

Sicilire vet. Inscr. Cl. xv.
Antichc fatturc cli Argilla.

3 Antichita di Acre. Mess. 1819.
Pal. 1829.
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forty,-figured SO indifferently by the engraver, that
whilst six only are perfect, hardly twenty more can
be amended, even with the aid of the lists which
are about to be produced. The Abbe Ferrara 5 has
also contributed nineteen epigraphs, chiefly, as he says,
from the Biscari Museum at Catana, but really copied
with their faults from Castello, instead of being tal{en
from the originals. These writers then, together, have
preserved about fifty distinct names of magistrates. 6
I am not aware that any thing further of much consequence has been published on the subject, unless it
be a dissertation by Professor Thiersch, mentioned to
me quite recently; and of which, to my regret, I have
been unable to obtain a sight. "\\Thatever may be its
deductions, they are probably founded on the materials
just enurnerated, from which Professor K. F. Hernlann
has adopted the list of Sicilian months inserted in his
recent work on the Greek Year.'
No one indeed had yet doubted the Sicilianism of
these diotal epigraphs, or of the magistrates and
months they present: their Doric orthography tallied perfectly with their presumed origin. Hitherto
they appeared to be peculiar to the island. Still
it was inlpossible to assign them to any particular
city; for they were found about an the coasts, on the
sites of Phintia (Alicata), Syracuse, Catana, Leontini,
Tauromenium, Tyndaris, Therrnce, Eryx; and in the
interior, on the sites of Acrce, Mence, and Centuripce.
Among them had been encountered examples of the
name Agathocles. They passed, in those times of
Storia di Catania. Cat. 1829, pp. 394, 403.
Castello twenty-six, and Avolio sixteen. J udica's book is not at
hand; but of new names it probably contains fewer than eight.
7 "lJber Griechische Monatskunde, &c.
Gott. 18-!4.
5
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loose criticism, for historical documents, connected
in some way 8 with the famous tyrant of Syracuse,the son of a potter, and who hirnself exercised that
calling in early life. Such a handle, from Noto, had
been seen by Fazzello in the year 1555 ; 9 and another,
possessed at Syracuse by the antiquary Landolina,
becam~ the subject of much speculation to travellers
of the past generation. Io
The site of the ancient Alexandria is covered to a
great depth with an accumulation of broken pottery,
of every age from the foundation of the city onwards.
It was natural to expect that lettered fragments might
be found there; but, though no inattentive observer, a
residence of eighteen months had brought none to my
knowledge, even by report. At length, in the winter
of 1842, ,vhilst passing one day through a hollow road
at about the third of a mile from the modern walls,
chance placed before me an inscribed handle lying in
the middle of the way, upon which it must have fallen
very recently from the naked bank above. That accident led me to explore the neighbourhood. Spots
were soon found where manubria occurred in some
abundance; but these had remained so long exposed
that their legends were completely obliterated by attrition. In other places more secluded, and where they
had been lately ploughed Up,l1 or washed from the
8 How, may be seen in Walther (Gualtherus), Tabulre Ant. c. v.
No. 53.
9 De rebus Sic. Dec. 11. lib. 4.
10 Bishop Munter, Rezzonico, &c.; but it seems to have held its
place among the curiosities of Syracuse as late as 1813.-Hughes's
Travels, vol. i. p. 53.
11 These places are naturally bare, being beyond the reach of the
present irrigatiE)n; but the fellahs take advantage of the rains to sow
here and there patches of barley. The n1eagre crop rises no more
than nine inches or a foot, yet it ripens.
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earth by rain, their condition "Tas so far better that one
in about twenty might be read. At first, their existence seemed to be confined to a few localities, possibly the lirnits of an ancient suburb; but further
observation left no roon1 to doubt that wherever
excavation is made, within the walls, the same manubria may be found, although far less abundantly
than in the situations just noticed. The site of the
C(€sareium yielded me, at one time, several. l-'he
lettered pottery does not in general appear upon the
surface, merely because it is covered by that of a
later period, always coarse and uninscribed.
"fhe collection was continued, interruptedly, until
August, 1844. Within two hours after sunrise, I
sometimes gathered twenty legible handles, and returned with my pockets heavily laden. 12 There were
also bad days when none were discovered; but the
average gleaning of a morning was about six. These
were the companions of my breakfast-table. There
was a vivid interest in deciphering, often with much
pains, those time-worn legends,-uttering anew the
names of men once supreme in a great maritime
State, and whose memory the earth yielded back after
twenty centuries of oblivion. At the termination of
t\VO years, a series of four hundred and seventy-nine
legible manubria had been completed. Of that numbel', three hundred and seventy are dissimilar, the
rernainder duplicates. The whole are reducible to
t\VO principal classes, distinguishable as well by shape
a by the texture and colour of the earthenware, and
still further by the forIn of the epigraphs. A third
but far less numerous class may also be discerned
12 The whole collection was made in this way; for the specimens
btainc 1 by any otl r mean do not exceed half a d z n.
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with certainty; and a few specimens renlain more
or less anomalous, but none of them perhaps unintelligible or without value.
RHODIAN EPIGRAPHS.

Of the first and largest class of manubria, Alexandria furnished four hundred and six; of which t,vo
hundred and eighty-five differ from each other. In
material, all are alil\:e. The clay is so pure and
tenacious that its fracture is perhaps sharper than
that of delf. The colour is pale without, deepening
nlore and more within to a lively salmon hue, perfectly exempt fronl cinereous discoloration. These
fragments have all belonged to pointed diota;, with
long lateral handles; 13 such as are figured on the
coins of Chios and of Athens, symbols perhaps of
their staple trade in wine and oil. A vase of the
kind, entire, but without any stamp, was brought
to me by the soldiers employed on some excavation.
Its height is three feet four inches. The perpendicular portions of the handles rise ten inches from the
body of the vessel; and ears, or horizontal shoulders,
unite them to the mouth at a distance of about three
- inches. Such shoulders are in all cases slightly conical, from the root outwards; and they are flattened
13 It is easy to distinguish, at Alexandria, at least eight well-defined
classes of handles varying' in shape and earth, and probably broken
from amphorre of different origins. Some, as already noticed, are
never inscribed. - In a class of which hundreds may have pas8ed under
lny eyes, one specimen only bore an epigraph (No. 351). There is
also diversity in the solid foot,

v~se.

or rather spike, of the
The leading forms are four, of
which the ~rst is by far the
n10st COlnmon:

\v~~
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a littl, 0 that their width exceeds by half the oneinch diameter of the stems. That solidity accounts
for their preservation, whilst the vases themselves
have been reduced to atoms. Upon their upper surface ha been impressed the seal; generally an oblong
cartouch l-k inch or 1i inch long by i inch high.
Sometimes, however, it assumes a circular or an oval
form.
A radiated head of Apollo, or a peculiar
flower, then occupies the centre, and the legend surround the exergue.
To facilitate the examination of these epigraphs,
they have been classed under the names of magistrates, arranged alphabetically.
It will be rernarked that the names are constantly
in the genitive case, the preposition J7r£ being expressed or understood. Many stamps contain nothing
further .. That may have been the earlier form, and
everal magistrates employed no other.
Oftener,
ho\ ever, there is added the name of the month in
which the arnphora was made and legalized by the
public seal. Sometimes, too, the magistrate is distingui bed by his official designation I EPEY1:. 14
A reo-ards the adoption of the circular stamps,
it .e.ems to have. been purely fanciful, and very far
from being general. 'rhirty-one magistrates assumed
the flower, nine the radiated head. Four of therIl
u ed both; 15 indeed, Andronicus did so in the sanle
montb,-ju t as Aristides, Timagoras, and Tisagoras,
u ed rectangular and circular seals simultaneously.16
o one employed the latter constantly; and few
Plat 1. e hibits the e varieties.
ndronicu.. . , rLtomachu, Damocrate , and icasagora.
ri tide u d both in the nl0nth H yacinthius; Timagoras in
O'rianiu ; and Ti agora in rtamitius.
14

15
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aried in nlore than an occasional instance from the
ordinary oblong cartouch. The series of Ariston,
and that of Nicasagoras, exemplify sufficiently th
leading varieties.
No sooner was the discovery of inscribed manubria commenced at Alexandria, than proofs presented
thenlselves of their entire similarity to those which
had come to light in Sicily. Comparison was readily
effected, for three of the Sicilian handles were by
file; one of which had been picked up by myself,
some years before, on the site of Centuripa?, the
others purchased elsewhere in the island. The books
already mentioned were also in my possession. 1"'hus
aided, counterparts were gradually found to thirtyfive of the forty-six legible inscriptions published by
Castello, to thirteen of the fourteen available in the
work of Judica, and to twenty-two of the twenty-six
recognizable in the faulty plates of Avolio. 17 The
only names reported by those writers, which did not
.occur in Egypt, are these six :-Cratagoras, Linctor,
Ranactus, Sostratus, given by Castello; Andron by
Judica, and Polyrenus by Avolio. On the other
hand, and in this class of stamps alone, Alexandria
supplied one hundred and nineteen names, which are
not known to have yet appeared in Sicily.
Of
handles inscribed '\vith the name Agathocles, which
had occasioned so much disquisition, three were now
. obtained. Every peculiarity of seals disinterred in
17 These alone are certain; several others arise from perverted
readings of the stamps.
The Sicilian varieties, both of names, and of months in connection
with particular names, are now added to the Alexandrian serie , as
<: ugmenting its utility and completeness; but they are alwa s di criminated by the initials C., J., ., for Ca tello, Judica, and voli.
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Sicily was repeated; the same din1ensions, the same
divisions in dimidiated words, the same parergic
devices; 18 SO that many specimens from the two
countries must have been impressed by the same
metal seals. That conformity, awakening curiosity,
led me to make a careful analysis of the monuments;
and it appeared to afford, as primary results,1st, Evidence that the manubria are of comIIlon
origin; neither Sicilian nor Alexandrian, but Rhodian.
2ildly, Evidence that the rnagistrates named are
EPONYMI; and that the eponymus of the Rhodians was
a sacerdotal dignitary bearing the title IEPEYl.:.
3rdly, The acquisition of one hundred and sixtynine names of those hierarchal magistrates, probably
annual.
4thly, The discovery of a complete list of Doric
months, used at Rhodes and probably in its colonies;
twelve months, and a deuteral intercalary month.
Without venturing to embark on a minute examination of these points, some remarks, illustrative of
each, may be submitted to attention.

I. It was the circular seals that disclosed the Rhodian origin of the whole class of manubria to which
they belong. Of such stamps, five only had hitherto
appeared; one given by eastello, four by Judica.·
All bore the flower. So few examples were not likely
to attract much notice; still less to serve as the
18 Figures varying in size, which appear subordinately on the field
of many seals. It is not easy to assign them an adequate name; but
th y r cmble, in all material points, those little devices upon Greek
and Ronlan coins, which numismatic writers have sOInetimcs termed
sigilla solitaria.
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sufficient grounds for an hypothesis then improbable.
The emblem, as y t, seemed to be accidental and
unimportant. But when sigillated manubria were en·
countered in Egypt, and fifty-four of them presented
the self-same flower, its consequence became striking,
and my attention fell on its identity with the conventional rose 19 figured on the reverse of the coins
of Rhodes. Thirteen seals were also coming to light,
for the first time, with the radiated head "of Apollo,
the ordinary obverse of the same money'; which is
remarkably constant to those two types, doubtless for
the same commercial reason which induced a like
uniformity in the coinage of Athens, as it does still
in the issues of Spanish and Austrian dollars. The
inference thus attained was further strengthened by
the recognition of several names in Rhodian history
and inscriptions, or upon coins. Some too, as for
instance Rhodon, and perhaps Timorrhodus, seenled
to be themselves suggestive of their nationality.
II. That the narnes throughout the Rhodian epigraphs are those of ruagistrates, is obvious. That those
magistrates are eponynli, is rendered equally evident
by a form of habitual occurrence in authors, and on
nlonuments of every class. It is, besides, too absolute
to belong to any inferior authority. The new materials now bring assurance that the official designation of those named was clfp€~s. But the quality of
eponymus can alone account for the appearance of a
19 There have been different opinions as to this device.
Often it
has passed for the balaustium, or pomegranate flower. The national
name might have pe~'snaded otherwise. But there are coins decisive
as to the true character of the flower, for they represent it as seen
from above, and precisely resembling our heraldic rose. Possibly it
was ~ingle.
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hierarch upon the public seals. Municipal duties
cannot ha e been his, nor commercial and sumptuary
jurisdiction. Prot ssor Boeckh, besides, had alread
noticed in two inscriptions 20 the presence of the cI€p€~g,
and his apparent quality of eponymus at Rhodes.
Of manubrial seals containing that title, Sicilian
writer had produced but one, mutilated too., and its
meaning undetected. 21 Alexandria, however, afforded
eighteen, referable to fourteen individuals; so that we
have now fifteen names of eponymic priests, with the
office itself expressed: they are
Anaxander.
Ana imachu .
Andria.
Archinus.
Aristamachu .
Ari tan.
Damc:enetus.
Eucratida .

Harpaerates.
Laphide .
Pekiratus.
Sasicles.
Timagara",.
Timarrhadus (A).
Tisagaras.

It may be presumed that the style cI€p€~g is omitted
from the majority of Rhodian epigraphs, to avoid
superfluity. When adopted at all, it was perhaps
upon no more than one seal of the annual set.
Timagoras is the only magistrate who employed it
in t 0 months. A like simplicity is observable on
the ilver monies, not of Rhodes merely, but of Greek
cities generally.
Everybody knew sufficiently the
designation of the eponymus in each, nor is it usually
pecified previous to the coinages of imperial tirnes.
hat the particular priesthood was, which held so
e alt d a po ition in the commonwealth, can scarcely
Carpus In er. Gr. 2525 b, 2905.
It i of Timarrhadus, and is given by Avolio, who mistakes the
title far a prap r name. The name of the . . ame magi trate, withaut
th
pr ...ian of hi .offie , ha", occurred at lexandria.
20

21
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be ll1atter for doubt. Rhodes was cc THE HOLY CITY
SUN," 22 to whose religion the entire island
was devoted. The eponymus therefore was the pontiff
of the national worship; the n1inister of the tutelary
. god, author of the Rhodian race, Apollo I-Ielius.
His colossal image,23 the wonder of the world, added
OF THE

22 T~v ifpdv TOV (HALOV 7rOAl.V; Aristides, Orat. Rhod. (vol. ii. p.
398, Op.) Diodorus, too, relates that the island was considered
sacred to the Sun; and he adds, that the Rhodians, believing themselves sprung from Helius, revered him beyond all other gods: W~
apXrrlov TOU 'YEVOV~ aVTwv.-V. 56.
23 The height of this bronze statue was 70 cubits (Strabo, p. 652 ;
Plin. H. N. XXXIV. 18); that is, about 105 feet, as assigned by
Festus. In the great earthquake of 227 B. c. it was broken o~ b..
the knees, and fell, fifty-six years after its erection. The heads upon
the coins and diotal seals of Rhodes afford us some notion, slight as
it is, of this wonderful work. The seals show that it had lllore or less
of drapery; probably it had much. Modern art has produced 'but one
imitation of the Rhodian colossus. It is the statue of S. Carlo
Borromeo, raised in 1697, at his birth-place, Arona. Its height is
106 feet; but it includes a stone pedestal of 40 feet. Wheli visiting
the monument, four months since, the meaning of a statement made
by Pliny concerning the Rhodian statue, as it lay prostrate, became
evident. He says of it,-" Vasti specus hiant, diffractis membris.
Spectantur intus magnce nlOlis saxa, quorum pondere stabiliverat
constituens." The fact seen1S to be authentic, but the inference
mistaken. The statue at Arona is composed of thick hammered
plates, united together with admirable skill and solidity, the head
and hands being the only portions cast. The whole is supported
within and secured by a column of masonry and a series of iron
bars; so that were the statue to fall, it too would be found to
contain disjointed stones.
Perhaps there may be yet another point of similarity between the
ancient colossus and the modern. The latter is not within Arona,
nor is it even visible from thence; but it stands a little way north
from the town, conspicuous from afar among the folds of the vineclad hills. Gela, in Sicily, founded by Rhodians, had a very large
bronze statue of Apollo; much more ancient than that of its metropolis, and it too stood outside the city (Diod. XIII. 108). It is there-

I
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celebrity to the city. His radiated head, piously
adopted as the symbol of the State, appears upon its
coins and on its diotal seals. r-fhis priesthood was in
all probability annual. We have epigraphs of Nicasagoras for seven months, of Pythodorus for six, of
Andrias and of Aristides for five, and of many for four.
But it has always been understood, and on sufficient
testimony,24 that the chief magistrates at Rhodes were
Prytanes'; although they are mentioned with such
fore not unlikely that the colossus at Rhodes was similarly situated.
The barbarous fiction of its position across the port rests on no valid
authority. Had it been true, the statue must have fallen into the
sea, which it certainly did not. It was destroyed A. D. 653; so that
it had subsisted 936 years.
The pseudo Philo Byzantinus, De septem orbis Spectaculis, has been
consulted since the above was written. The rhetor of uncertain
date, author of that treatise, perhaps had seen the Rhodian colossus; but he displays no scrutiny, no discernment in matters of
art; and precision in details is quite sacrificed to grandiloquence.
Still we have to thank him for some important particulars. The
statue stood on a lofty pedestal of white marble. Its first section
consisted of the feet, up to the ankles. These may, perhaps, have
been cast entire, although each lllUst have measured about 18 feet
long, 6 feet wide, and 8 feet high. The rest of the statue was, in
a manner, built. Philo states that the pieces were cast; in which he
might be right, or very easily mistaken; and the latter is the better
probability. The interior seems to have presented masonry of huge
stones, securing an arrangement of massive iron bars; and these
must clearly have upheld the many parts of the bronze-work. The
metal elnployed was 500 talents of brass and 300 of iron; that is,
about 380 cwt. of the former and 228 cwt. of the latter, taking the
commercial talent at 85 fus. avoirdupois.
24 The testimonies of ancient writers on this and some other
points about to be noticed being numerous, reference may be made
to the' Rhodus' of Meursius, who has brought them together in the
mode of the old collectors. I-lis compilation has been very well
digested by Paulsen, 'Rhodi Descriptio, Macedonica retate,' Gott.
1 18.
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diversity as to leave it doubtful wheth l' one, or two,
or several, were elected. It has been suggested that
this varied with tilDe; but as there is, in one case, express notice that letters from the Roman fleet reached
Rhodes whilst Stratocles "was Prytanis for the second
half-year," 25 the discrepancies may be adjusted by
assuming that the Prytanes were two, and that each
ruled during six consecutive months, so that there
never was more than one Prytanis at a time invested
with the chief authority.26 The supposed supremacy
of these officers gave ri ge to the conjecture,27 which
now proves to be mistaken, that they were eponymi
at Rhodes, and that the names which appear upon
the coins of the city are theirs.
1~he question then arises- What were the relative
positions and functions of the Priest of Helius and of
the Prytanes? and it is one well \vorth entertaining, if
it can conduct to any traces of arrangements highly
interesting to know; because the oligarchical republic
of the Rhodians was subjected to so few revolutions,
that it must always have remained a tolerably pure
type of an old Dorian constitution.
The motives for concluding that the Priest of Helius
was eponyrIlus are already assigned. Still, Appian 28
and Polybius 29 in terms, and every historical incident in which the Prytanes appear, concur to attest
that the powers of the executive were in their
hands. 30 They cared for the republic at home,25 ITpvTavfVOVTOS TfW ~fVT{pav EKj.tTJvov-Polyb. XVII.

6.
Like the Roman regulation, which gave the imperium and the
fasce to each Consul, in alternate months.
27 PauL en, p. 55.
28 Bell. Civ. IV. 66.
29 XXVII. 3.
30 H sychius and Suidas agree in giving (3a<TLAFV and dPXCJ)V as th
two first lefinitiun" of th
ord npvravL5.
26
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they maintained relations with foreign States.
t i
however nearly certain that their authority was e elusively civil and domestic; so that it did not, in
ordinary cases, extend to the command of the armed
force either by sea or by land. In the wars of Rhodes,
its squadrons were confided to admirals, its troops to
generals, appointed for special occasions. 31
In the old monarchical institutions of Greece and
Italy, as of Egypt more anciently, the king was not
only ruler, but priest also, and military leader. 32
When popular forms succeeded, power was subdiided, that it n1ight be more easily controlled. Lacedremon assigned the pontificate, with military COffin1and and the presidency of the senate, to magistrates
called Kings; perhaps with reference to the first of
these duties, rather than to the others; but the
Ephors held the executive, and the first of the five
was eponymus. At Athens the three qualities were
separated as to persons, but blended in the united
office of the chief Archons. The civil magistrate was
there eponymus; he whose duties were more strictly
religious held only the second place, still hovvever
ith the appellation f3autX€~s, as though traditionally
31 In the civil wars, a Rhodian named Alexander counselled his
fellow-citizens to oppose Cassius; and his views being approved by
the assembly, he was at once named Prytanis; but at the same time
an admiral for the war was appointed as usual, and he soon after
ailed ith thirty-three ships. The Prytanis, indeed, was also with
the fleet, and was in the battle at Myndus; but that was probably a
cl viation from custom, attributable to the zeal of the man; nor is it
likely that he practically commanded in an action, where the avapxos
h . . en by th people wa present. (Conf.Appian, Bell. Civ. IV. 66, 71.)
32 Lik the I ing of Delos, in Virgil:
"Re Anins, rex idem hominum Phrebique acerdo."
.LEn. Ill. 80.
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i entified with the priesthood; and the PoleIl1arch
directed military affairs. At Rome, the pontificate
was apart from the civil and military functions;
which rested with the Consuls, and they were eponyrni. But even the Romans themselves, smarting
from recent tyranny, appear to have considered th
kingly name so essential to a due performance of
those public rites of religion r which their kings had
previously celebrated, that they established a Re
Sacrorum, though under excessive precautions which
deprived that office even of its due consideration.3~
Rhodes, in emancipating itself from monarchy, had
perhaps adopted a still more accurate balance of
powers than any other State, by altogether disconnecting the sacred, the civil, and the military attributes of government.
In that division supremacy
seems to have been reserved to the hierarchal principle. It had in its favour the sanction of antiquity,
and agreed with the grave and religious sentiment
which distinguished the Dorian character.
'" e may suppose then the priest of the Sun to
have been ritually the chief of the Rhodian commonwealth; representing its majesty, officiating in its
public solemnities, and presiding ceremonially in its
councils. Purple and the (J'T€epaV1J were most probably
among his external distinctions; both as having been
33 This Livy seems to regret, in his suggestive account of th
institution. "Regibus exactis, et parta libertate, rerum deind
divinarum habita cura. Et quia quredam publica sacra per, ipsos
Reges factitata erant: nec ubiubi Regum de iderium esset, Regem
sacrificulum creant. Id sacerdotiuID Pontifici subjecere; ne additus
non1ini honos, aliquid libertati, cujus tunc prima curu, officeret: ac
nescio an nim-is undique earn rrlinimis quoqu r bus muniendo, modum
excesserint."-Lib. n. 2.
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perhaps originally sacerdotal ornaments, a use 'which
they retained in numerous situations; 34 and also
because an opulent and splendid people, claiming descent from the god, ,vas sure to invest his priesthood
with forn1s of great magnificence. It is also credible
, that so conspicuous a dignity was appropriated to the
eupatridffi, as indeed all priesthoods are likely to have
been; and that it was conferred on those individuals
of the body whose age and eluinent services added
authority to their sacred office. They have escaped
the notice of history, for the plain reason that they had
no action or part in the events V\ hich it records.
Thus the deliberative functions rested with the
senate of patricians; sacred things and the impersonation of the republic V\Tith the priest of I-Ielius;
civil administration with the Prytanes; whilst military command was casual and temporary.
This view of the Rhodian polity derives part of
its probability from analogies observable elsewhere in
Dorian cities; and the parallel is in nothing so close
as in the peculiarity which not unfrequently exhibits
7

•

34 Tarsus had a priest of Hercules, styled the Stephanephorus, and
to all appearance an annual eponymus like the priest of I-Ielius at
Rhodes; except that he may have had political attributes, more or
less extensive. Athenreus, in narrating an anecdote of one Lysias,
who, when the term of his priesthood had expired, refused to lay
down its insignia, and thereby asserted tyranny, takes occasion to
describe the costume of the Stephanephori at Tarsus. It consisted
of a purple and white tunic, a sumptuous mantle, white Laconian
shoes, and a laurel crown of gold.-Lib. VI. p. 215, Casaub. Again,
one of the provisions in the supposed will of Alexander, as reported
by Julius Valerius, was this: "Fieri porro unum oppidi" (Alexandrire) "sacerdotium, qui sacerdos Alexandri nominetur, eique
insignia dari placet, c'oronam aurearn et purpureum amictum."-Mai,
Classic. Auc. VII. p. 236. Dio Chrysostom (Orat. xxxv.) seems to
ascribe the crown and purple robe to chief priests generally.
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the hierarch vvith the ritual supremacy and the quality
of eponymus.
At Syracuse, for example, \vhere the civil power
was exercised by Prcetors ('$rpa'T7]ryo't), and perhaps by
Prytanes at an earlier period ;35 and where democracy
lapsed frequently into monarchy,36 the eponymus was
constantly sacerdotal through every change of the
constitution, dating, as Diodorus intimates, from the
reforllls which followed the overthrow of tyranny by
Timoleon (343 B. c.). It is, however, much more
likely that the alterations then made were either revivals of institutions which had before existed on the
spot, or that they were copied directly froIn those of
Corinth, the metropolis of Syracuse, and the city of
which Timoleon, as well as his associate lawgivers,
Dionysius and Cephalus, were natives. Diodorus
says: "He (l-'imoleon) established also the annual
ITlost-honoured magistrate, whom the Syracusans call
the Amphipolus of Olympian Jupiter,37 and Callimines "Tas the first who was chosen; and thenceforward the Syracusans continued to inscribe their
years by the magistrature of these (A'mphipoli) until
those (years) in which this history was written, and
in which the political institutions were changed; for
on the Sicilians earning to share the Roman citizenship, the magistracy of the Amphipoli lost its
35 Corinth was governed by annual Prytanes, whilst subject to the
oligarchy of the Bacchiadre (Paus. n. 4); and it planted the colony
of Syracuse at that epoch. At Corcyra, also of Corinthian origin,
the chief magistrates were Prytanes, seemingly five.-:-Boeckh, C. 1.
vo!' ii. pp. 23, 26.
36 A power which resembled the dictatorship in some republics of
South America much more closely than any thing else in modern
times.

37 )Aj-tep{7fOAM b.LU~)

I
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consequence, after having endured more than thre
hundred years." 38
Cicero, in his pleadings against Verres, has preserved some additional particulars concerning this
office. At the time to which he refers it must still
have retained its general attributes; for it was not
until many years later that Roman citizenship was
procured for the Sicilians by Antony. The orator
peaks of the priesthood of Jupiter as the highest
honour of the city, annually renewed and plainly
unconnected with municipal authority. The mode of
election, which he also describes, "Tas very remarkable. It bears with it the aspect of antiquity, and
may be taken to resemble that practised, in similar
circumstances, at Rhodes and elsewhere. Three candidates were chosen by the suffrages of the three
tribes; probably the Hyllrei, Dymanes, and Pamphyles, as in other Doric communities. The three
names were thrown into a hydria? and the first drawn
forth was proclaimed pontiff. 39 If this hierarchal
magistrate is never found engaged in the events of
Syracusan history which are comparatively well known,
it is, as with the priest of the Sun at Rhodes, that no
executive functions were his. But for a single passage,
we should neither know that the title Amphipolus
existed at Syracuse, nor at all suspect that the annual
priests of Jupiter, whom it distinguished, were epo38 XVI.

70.

Syracusis lex est de religione, qure in annos singulos J ovis
.:acerdotem sortito capi jubeat; quod apud illos amplissilnum sacerdotium putatur. . . Quurn suffragiis tres ex tribus generibus creati
unt, res revocatur ad sortem." And then the law, in its own terms,
pI
ribed:" ut quot essent renuntiati, tot in hydrianl sorte COll'ic r ntur; cujus n men exiss t, ut i... hab ret id sa crdotium."rr. 1II. 1.
3!)

Cl
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nYlni in that city through three centuries of g at
transactions and varied government.
How exalted the position was, may be inferred too
from another indication, which appears to derive from
these comparisons as much light as it supplies. Syracuse, it is known, still possesses its ancient theatre,
excavated in the rock, and either originally the work
of Hiero 11., or reduced by him to its present form.
Around its middle prcecinction runs a fascia inscribed
with names, which designated the divisions of the
cavea, and imply the places, or at all events the
relative consequence, of the most eminent spectators.
rrhe cunei are nine. Each had its epigraph, of
which five, although mutilated, have been recognized. He who faces the cavea has on his right
hand four cunei, all of which appear to have borne
the names of gods, and probably each was the seat
of a hierarch, of whom there must have been several
in so great and opulent a city. 40 To the left, again,
four cunei were inscribed with the names of King
Hiero and of the living members of his family,
following each other in becoming order from the
middle outwards. 41 The place of honour was the
fifth or central cuneus. The epigraph upon it is
~IOI: OI\YMnIOY,42 showing that it was the situa40 The second from the centre has the name of Hercules distinguishable. The others may have had those of Minerva, of Ceres
or Proserpine, and of Diana, divinities peculiarly worshipped at
Syracuse.
41 The cuneus nearest the centre bears the name of IGng Hiero;
the next that of Philistis, his Queen; then comes that of N ereis,
his daughter-in-law; and, no doubt, the name which has disappeared
with he ruin of the outer cuneus was that of Gelo, t 1 only son of
Hiero.
42 It
as vi~iblc i 1 0-1, ..Ill i rcpOl e 1 b. 1J 1'8 of that til e;
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tion of th
n1phipolu of Olympian Jupiter. Thenc
proceed infl rences which accord perfectly with those
all' ady acquired by other n1eans. They point out
that even hen monarchy had been long and tranquilly established at Syracuse,43 the hierarch had
not lost his original character, either as eponymus
or as ritual chief of the commonwealth, and that in
those capacities he took precedence of the king
him elf, presiding in the public spectacles and in
the assenlblies of the people.
The constitution of Melita, also of Dorian origin,
had the same peCUliarities as those of Rhodes and
S racuse. An exi~ting decree 44 of its senate and
people is headed by the name of a Pontiff (I€poO-frr7js)
as eponymus, followed by those of two Archons, representing of course the civil jurisdiction, such as
the Prytanes may have held at Rhodes.
G la was a Dorian city, founded in Sicily by a
olony from Rhodes, about 690 B. c. In a decree of
it peopl,45 the high priest (I€pa7r6A.os) occupies the
but in 1 30 it seemed to me to be quite obliterated by the waters of
a mill which stand in the theatre.
43 The epigraph may be dated between the years 232 B. c. and
216 B. c.; but nearer the former. Gelo must have been then assoiatecl in the government, as he and his wit have the royal titles; the
f rmer on coins, the latter in the inscription of the theatre. Hiero
't
in e treme old ag. See too Polyb. v. 8 .
4 Granting the rites of public hospitality to D metrius, a Syrau, an.
t heading i faulty in the copie of Gruter, Ca tello, &c.;
but a fac-imil of the bronze tessera itself, published by Bres, 'Malta
ntica,' p. 193, how plainly

Enl IEPO· YTOY IKE A I ETOY
A.n
AI K[PAJTHTOI:.
K.
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rst place as eponyn1us. After him comes a KaT€vtauor annual magistrate, the head of the executive.
Acragas (Agrigentum) ,vas peopled from Gela. 47
There is preserved of that city a decree of public
hospitality,48 particularly clear in its denotation of
offices. 'fhe first is a sacred eponymus with th
title (I€poevTrJ!~, as at Melita. He is president of th
senate and head of the yll~i, one of the three ph.! Ire
of Doric settlements. rrhen follows the Proagorus,
known to have been the chief civil magistrate in other
Sicilian cities, as for instance at Catana and at Tyndaris. 49 Afterwards is nanled the scribe or record r
(rpap}l_aT€Vs); and at the end of the decree it i d'rected that certain disbursements be made by the
treasurer (TafJ-tas).
But the appointment of hierarchal eponymi wa
not, it seems, peculiar to cities strictly of Dorian
TOS,46

46 This expresses only the nature of an office which had some other
name. So the 'Parian Chronicle,' in giving the date of the first
annual Archon at Athens, omit the title, and says 'A9' oil KaT' £VU.WTC)1J
lP~fV 0 KpEU>V -line 48.
It is very likely that the chief civil magi trate at Gela was a Proagorus, as at Acragas.
47 Thucydides, VI. 4, intimates that part can1e from Rhodes, pa t
from Crete; which, taken strictly, is not perhaps exact; for althouo-h
it does appear that the colony was of mixed race, it is almost as ure
that the Cretans it contained were of those who had been long
established on the western coast of Rhodes.
48 Castelli, Cl. VIII. 1.
The heading run

En I IEP08YTA
NYM<I>OallPOY TOY ~1i\llNOl:
nAPAnpOl:TA TAI: BOYAAI:
npOE~PEYOY:rAI: TAl: ~IAAI: TllN YAAEll
. npOArOPOYNTOl: ~IOKAH:r TOY IOKAEO
rPAMMATEYONTOI: A~PANlnNOI: AAE:::AN~POY.
K.

49

ic. 2 Verr.

IV.
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origin; for we find a Hieromnemon 50 in that capacit
at Byzantium and at Chalcedon, a Stephanephoru
at Smyrna, and instances of the kind occur even in
Athens itself, at one period of its history. It is
when the shadow of democracy had been restored by
the interference of Demetrius Poliorcetes, 307 B. c.
A blind adulation then impelled the people to decree,
anl0ng other things, the creation of a priesthood of
Antigonus and Demetrius as the "saviour gods;"
and, by Volay of adding lustre to the office, they
transferred to it the old national eponymi of their
Archons, which consequently ceased to be observed
during eighteen years. 51
Further to multiply examples might prove tedious
and unnecessary. Others, as may be supposed, are
accessible to ordinary research.
That, however, which ought not to be omitted,
for it concerns the subject materially, is the occasional notice taken by Plato of the great priesthoods
generally. In specifying the arrangements which he
considered fittest, he probably stated those which
were followed more or less conlpletely in the best
regulated communities of his time. He directs that
where hereditary priesthoods already exist, they shall
not be disturbed; but, as respects all others, that the
[)O Amphipolus, Hierothytes, Hierapolus, Hieromnemon, Stephaneph rus, &c., are epithets given to distinguished priesthoods of particular gods in particular places. It does not follow that anyone of
tho e terms might not be applied to the priest of another god elsewhere. We see that the Amphipolus at Syracuse was priest of
01 mpian Jupiter; the Stephanephorus at Tarsus, priest of Hercules;
and con id ring the magnitude and splendour of the temple of
01.. pian Jupiter at O'rigcntum, a it is described by Diodorus, XIII.
, and a iL ruin till atte t, w may infer that the Hierothytes
51 Plut. Demetr. 10.
there \ a pri t of that god.
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priests shall issue from free and blameless families;
that their appoint1l1ent shall depend on the choice
of the citizens by election, and on the will of the
gods by a resort to lot; 52 that they shall hold the
office during one year, and no longer; finally, that
they shall not be under sixty years of age. In
another place, where he prescribes regulations for
Magnesia, whether of Thessaly or of Asia is uncertain,
he directs that a high priest of ApolIo and Helius shall
be chosen yearly from a species of gerusia, and that
this magistrature shall be eponymic in the city as long
as it endures. 53
Ill. The class of diotal manubria under examination has made known the following nan1es of magistrates. We have sornething approaching to strict
evidence that one hundred and fourteen of the number are Rhodian eponymi; because they are either
present upon the seals wJ;1ich bear the head of Helius,
or that peculiar flower, which are the habitual types
of Rhodes; or they are accornpanied by the narnes
of months, ascertained to be Ithodian by' most of
them appearing upon seals of authenticated Rhodian
origin; and nine, not identified by either of the above
means, are recognized upon coins of the city. That
the remaining fifty-five names are equally Rhodian,
is the reasonable inference obtainable from comparisons directed towards the shape and substance of the
1>2 Exactly as the Amphipolus was created at Syracuse, according
to Cicero.
1>3 TovrCt>v ~~ 7ravrCt>v rd P,€V at.P€ra Xp~, ra ~€ KA?]pCt>ra, EV rats Kara-

CTraCT£CTL y':yv£CTBaL • • • • Kar) EVLaVTOV ~E €ivm Kat p,~ p,aKpOT€pOV TTjV
L€PCt>CTVJ/fJV £KaCTTC:>·

Legib.

VI.

ET?] ~E 1HI EAaTTov Et~KOVTa

p. 759. . . . .

61rCt>S' av yt1'V?]TaL P,€TPOV dPLBf-LOV rov XPOVOV,

Ibid.

XII.

~f-L'iv /{?] y€yovwS'.-De

Kat r' ovvof-La dvaypacpELv TOVTOV KaT' EVLaVTOV,

£Ct>S' Rv ~ 1rOALS' OtK?]Tm.-

p. 947.
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handles on which they are found, the form of the
letters, and the general character of the epigraphs.
Still it may be desirable to note such names, in order
that the reality of their Rhodian source may be more
completely tested by future discoveries of monuments.
They are consequently preceded, in the list, by a distinctive asterisk.
PRIESTS OF THE SUN-EPONYMI OF RHODES.

.iEnetor.
lEschines. 54
Agastophanes.
Agathocles.
Agoranax.
Alexander.
Alexiadas.
Aleximachus.
* Amyntas.
Anaxander.
Anaxibulus.
Anaximachus.
Andria .
Andricus.
Andromachus.
* Andron (J.)
Andronicus.
* Antimachus.
Antipater.
* Apreles.
* Aphrodisius.
* Apollodorus.
Archembrotus.
Archidamus.
Archilredas.
Archinus.

*

Archocrates.
Aremachus.
* Aresarchus.
Aristacus.
Aristagoras.
Aristanax.
* Aristarchus.
Aristides.
Aristocles.
Aristocrates.
Aristodemus.
Aristogenes.
Aristogiton.
Aristomachus.
Ariston.
Aristopolius.
Aristratus.
Arnibius.
* Artimas.
Arylredas.
* Asclepiadas.
Astymedes.
Athanodotus.
Atimus.
Autocrates.
* Bromius.

54 A few of the very familiar names are here rendered in the usual
orthography, as lEschines, not lEschinas; Demetrius, not Damatrius,
&c.; but all others are left in their Doric form.
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* CalliancG{.
Callicrates.
Callis.
* Callon.
Clearchus.
Clenostratus.
Cleocrates.
Cleonymus.
Clisimbrotidas.
* Cotys.
Cratagoras (C.)
Cratidas.
Creon.
Damrenetu .
Damocles.
Darnocrates.
Damophilus.
Demetrius.
Diocles.
* Diodotus.
Dionysius.
* Diophantus.
* Discus.
* Dius.
Dorcylidas.
* Dorus.
* Dracontidas.
* Epipacus.
* Etreus.
* Euclitus.
Eucratidas.
Euphranor.
Evanor.
* Gorgias.
Gorgon.
Harpacus.
H arpocrates.
* Hecatamus.
* Hephrestion.
* Heracleon.
I-Ieraclitus (A.)
I-Ieragoras.

*

* Hesilochus.
Hestireu .

* Hierocles.
Hieron.
Hippocrates.
Jason.
* Imas.
* Isidorus.
Laphides.
Leontidas.
Linctor (C.)
* Lysidnis.
Lysippus.
Marsyas.
* Menecles.
* Menecrates.
Menestheus.
Menestratus.
Menidamus.
* Menothemis.
* Metrodorus.
* Midas.
* Musreus.
* Nanis.
* Nicagis.
Nicasagoras.
* Nicias.
icornachus.
Nicostratus.
* Nysius.
* Olympus.
Predippus.
* Panchares.
Pausanias.
* Pedapatrus.
Pekiratus.
* Phanias.
Philrenius.
Philocrates.
Philodamus.
* Philostephanus.
* Phonidas.
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Pi istratus.
nus (A.)
P lyaratu .
Polycrat s.
* Protus.
Pythodorus.
Pythogenes.
Rhanactus (C.)
Rhodon.
Sicanus.
Socrates.
Sosicle .
* Sosidas.
Sostratus (C.)
Symmachu....
* Themison.
Theodor.

* Poly'

Thersander.

* The...mocletus.
Thestor.
Timacrate...
Timagoras.
Timarchus.
Timodicu .
Timorrhodu",.
Tinlotheu .
Timoxenu...
Tisagoras.
Tisamenu .
Xeno.
Xenophantus.
Xenophon.
Zeno. 56

Some of these proper names appear to be very uncornmon, some entirely new. l'hose which are not to
be found in the useful nomenclature of Dr. Pape,56 and
therefore require notice, areAgastophanes.
Alexiadas.
Aremachus.
Aresarchus.
Aristanax.
Aristopolius.
Arnibiuc;;:.
Arylredas.

Atimus.
Clenostratus.
Clisimbrotida .
Cratagoras.
Discus.
Dorcylidas.
Epipacus.
Etreus.

55 The names EENfiN and ZHNfiN both occur upon Rhodian
coins.
56 V\ orterbuch der Griechischen eigennamen. Brauns. 1842.
The names upon the Rhodian coins reported by Mionnet are there
incorporated. Since then, Dr. Ross has published four Rhodian
inscriptions, which are little more than catalogues of proper names
( o. 274 to 27'7 in his lnscr. Gr. ined. Fasc. Ill. Berol. 1845).
They are of value for comparison, and No. 275 affords some knowledge of condary offices at Rhod s.
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Hecatamus.
IIe...-ilochu....
Ima.
Laphides.
Linctor.
Lysidnis.
Menothemis.
Nanis.
Nicagis.
Nicasagoras.
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Predippus.
Pedapatrus.
Pekiratus.
Phonidas.
Rhanactus.
Sosidas.
Thesmocletus.
Timodicus.
Timorrhodus.
Timacleon.

There is a particular of much interest connected
with the names recorded by the manubria. It is the
proof they furnish that the patrician merchants of
Rhodes did not exclude strangers, or the issue of
strangers, from citizenship, and from access to the
highest honours of the republic. Sicanus, whom we
encounter among the eponymi, is an example. He,
or the first so called of the family, must have come
from some town of the Sicilian Sicani; possibly from
Drepanum, a port of theirs which the Rhodians certainly frequented.
The national name, applied at
first as an epithet, clung to the individual. Harpacus is another instance of a foreign name. Although
it is originally Median, there can be very little doubt
that the Rhodian eponymus was of Lycian extraction;
for the name was in a conspicuous family of Xanthus,
and is found on the great inscribed stele of that city,
illustrated by Colonel Leake. 57
We can scarcely hope to recognize many individuals in the preceding list of eponymi, the means
and objects of comparison being very limited. They
must be sought principally in the inscriptions, the
coins, and the history of Rhodes.
57 Harpagus is the name of the general of Cyrus ·who subdued
great part of A 'ia Minor and t ok Xanthus.-Iferod. I. 176.
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Among inscriptions, there is a decree of certain
religious confraternities, in honour of Dionysidorus,
an Alexandrian, and its heading presents the name
and the designation of the eponymus, thus:
EnIEPEnl: l1AMAINETOY
l110l:E>YOY l1naEKATA
BOYI\ArOPAl: PoalOl: ElnE.-IC.

T.

A. 58

In juxtaposition may be placed the epigraphs of
two manubria picked up by myself at Alexandria.
Both contain the name of the same magistrate-one
with, the other without, his official style:
Ef""IIEPEnl:
~AMAINETOY

PANAMOY

Enll1AMAI
NETOY
APTAMITIOY

N early all the silver and gold coins of Rhodes bear
the name of a magistrate expressed in the nominative
case, and with nothing to distinguish his rank. It is
true that an occasional piece, having for obverse the
ivy-crowned head of Bacchus, instead of the usual
radiated head of Helius, offers the title Qurestor or
Treasurer (Tafttas). Those coins, however, are of
brass, and the greater number may be traced to the
time of Nero, when the less noble coinage was possibly relinquished to the jurisdiction of an inferior
authority. On the older monies, the name must
rather be that of the eponymus; in other words, of
the priest of the Sun, since it is certain that he signed
the diotal seals. Even were that opinion inadmisBoeckh, c. I. 2525 b. It is the longest of the Rhodian
in cription , and is now in the cloisters of the Patriarchal Seminary
at enice, having been acquir d in 1832.
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sible, it would still be a safe conclusion, that as functionaries of lower grades pass gradually to the higher,
some of those on the coins must be found too on the
pottery. It happens accordingly that thirty-two of
the former, reported by Mionnet, or existing in the
cabinets of the British Museum,59 occur in the manubrial epigraphs; and although the contracted range
of Greek names renders it. proper to be guarded in
establishing identities, a coincidence of the sort on
monuments of the same city must generally afford all
the probability of which the case is susceptible.
The magistrates thus recognized are.LEnetor.
Anaxander.
Andronicus.
Antipater.
Archinus.
Aremachus.
Aristacus.
Aristides.
Aristocles.
Aristocrates.
Aristomachus.
Callis.
Damocles.
Demetrius.
Diocles.
Dionysius.

Euphranor.
Hephrestion.
Heragoras.
Hierocles.
Jason.
Nicostratus.
Pausanias.
Philocrates.
Socrates.
Symmachus.
Timocrates.
Timotheus.
Timoxenus.
Xeno.
Xenophantus.
Zeno.

lEnetor appears upon a coin struck at Rhodes;
but exhibiting, like several others, the devices and
the name of Alexander, the rose of the city being
present as a parergic mark. It is quite possible that,
after the death of Alexander, Macedonian money with
his name and emblen1s continued to be struck there
59 Callis, Damocles, and Diocles, are derived from the Museum,
not appearing in the lists of Mionnet.
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as before; chiefly because it had acquired character,
and was become familiar in comluerce. It is even
probable that this magistrate was a contemporary of
Antigonus Gonatas, 266 to 242 B. C.; for another
coin,60 with the ordinary types of Rhodes and the
name of lEnetor, has been re-struck with a counterrnark in which is the head of that king; proving that
the piece is not of a later period. It is the time of
Philadelphus and of Euergetes in Egypt.
Hephrestion also appears as a magistrate on a COln
of Alexander, rninted at Rhodes.
Damatrius (Demetrius) is named on a third COIn
of the same class.
Zeno.-There seem to have been at least two magistrates of this name; for in the monies so inscribed
there is a more essential difference than the mere
form of the initial letter: the coins are of periods
widely remote. One of silver, with the narne written
ZHNnN, corresponds with the diotal epigraph No.
283, and is of anterior date to another of brass with
the ivy-crowned head of Bacchus, and the name
written J:HNnN, as on the seal No. 284.
The name of Dionysius is written with lunated
letters both on coins and on pottery, although characters of that form are not common on either. 61
It must be of the Roman period.
Antipater.-On a brass didrachm of the time of
Nero, or thereabouts, we have Enl ANTlnATPOY.
60

Mionnet, Descr. de Medailles, iii. p. 417.

61

It is owing to'this conformity, and a mention of him by Suidas,

that the epigraph of Dionysius has been retained in the Rhodian
serie , notwithstanding that the name is written in the nominative
case, which i 0 little compatible with that origin as to cause
h 8itation.
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The considerations already noticed appl y to the
names of Rhodians which occur here and there in
history.
Some of the persons it records in the
discharge of public duties must have reached the
supreme nlagistrature.
Thus in Damophilus, Menidamus, and Amyntas of
the epigraphs, we seem to encounter the adnlirals of
the same naIues who commanded the three naval
detachments sent to cruise against the fleet of Demetrius Poliorcetes, at the period of the celebrated
siege of Rhodes (304 B. c) .62
Xenophantus is perhaps the admiral of that
name who, with ten ships, blockaded the Hellespont,
pending the differences of Rhodes with Byzantium
(220

B. C •) .63

Peisistratus may be the" Pausistratum prretorem"
mentioned by Livy, as general of the Rhodian troops
(197 B. c.) in the second Macedonian war, and afterwards admiral (191 B.C.) in the war with Antiochus. 64
At the opening of the third Macedonian war, two
parties divided the Rhodians; one, favourable to the
Roman cause, and disposed to contribute a naval
contingent; the other opposed to the proposal, and
inclined to Perseus. The former prevailed, at first, so
far that six ships were dispatched at the requisition
of Caius Lucretius; but eventually the ascendancy
remained with the other party, and its adverse bias
awakened in Rome a resentment so profound, that
after the battle of Pydna the Rhodian republic found
itself in imminent danger. The people, in extreme
alarm, then condeII1ned to death the chiefs of the
62 Diad. Sic. xx. 93.
The reading of the second name is M€JlE~YJtWS ;
differing from the epigraph only by the Doric form of the latter.
63 Polyb. IV. 50.
64 Liv. XXXIII. 19; XXXVI. 45.
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anti-Roman faction, and every means was sought to
propitiate the conquerors.
Timagoras commanded five of the ships sent to the
aid of the Romans. 65
Polyaratus appears in Livy, along with another, a
"principes civitatis," leading men of the city. He
,vas at the head of the party opposed to the Romans.
When the war terminated, 168 B. c., he was abandoned by the cities in which he sought asylum,
and finally was sent prisoner to Rome, after his
adherents had been executed by the Rhodians thelnselves. 66
Cleombrotus was one of the envoys to Rome, deputed to offer the mediation of Rhodes in the quarr 1
with Perseus. 67
Nicostratus was sent at the same time to the
Consul L.lEmilius Paulus. 68
Astymedes was leader of the party friendly to
Rome. He had advocated the naval succours at
the beginning of the war. When it closed, he as
commissioned to deprecate the anger of the senate.
He was again envoy in 164 B. C.; and when a war
with the Cretans was impending, 153 B. C., he was
appointed admiral, and sent a third time to Rome. 69
Philocrates was associated with Astymedes in his
first embassy.70
Euphranor may have been the commander of the
ships fitted out by the Rhodians for CCBsar, and which
served under his orders in Egypt, 48 B. c. 7} It is the
65

66
67
69

70

Polyb. XXVII. 6.
Polyb. lac. cit.; xxx. 9. Liv. XLIV. 25; XLV. 10.
Polyb. XXIX. 14.
68 Lac. cit.
Polyb. XXVII. 6; xxx. 4; XXXIII. 14.
Liv. XLV. 25.
71 Ca'S. de Bell. Alexand. 1. 13, 15-25.
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more likely that such was the case, and that Euphranor was a person of influence in his cjty, as
Rhodes' adhered firmly to the cause of Cresar even
after his fall, and, with inferior force and fortune,
contended against Cassius in the naval engagement
near Myndus. 72
Alexander was a popular leader, who, advising resistance against Cassius, was appointed Prytanis, 43
B. C. 73

The names of Rhodians handed down as having
distinguished themselves in different branches of knowledge are numerous. 74 Those of some eponymi are,
no doubt, included alllong them. Here, however, it
might be hazardous to lay stress on mere correspondence of name. We learn that J ason wrote on
Rhodes and its antiquities; Socrates, on the history
of the civil wars; Andronicus and Eucratidas, on philosophy. Aristocles was an orator contemporary with
Strabo. Dionysius occurs in Suidas as an historian;
and as it is added that he was priest of the Sun, there
is ground for admitting his presence on the manubria.
To Zeno, an historian of the first and second Macedonian wars, and who wrote too on the antiquities of his
country, Polybius assigns very great weight. 75 He
represents him as one who had acted in the events he
described, and who had conducted the government.
l-lis name therefore may be recognized with considerable confidence on the Rhodian coins and diotal seals.
Polybius speaks of having addressed to him a letter
containing some critical remarks on a part of his narAppian. Bell. Civ. IV. 71.
73 Loc. cit. cap. 66.
A long list may be seen in the' Rhodus' of Meursius, p. 749,
et seq.
7b Polyb. XVI. 14-20; Diod. v. 56.
72

74
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rative; but the Rhodian must have been much the
older man of the t~7o, if he witnessed the sea-fights
near Chios and Lade, 202-1 B. c. To him may be
ascribed the silver coins already noticed as bearing the
name Zeno. Those of brass with the same name are
plainly of imperial times.
IV. To Germany we are indebted for nearly every
thing of most value which has been written, during
the last half century, concerning the Greek calendars.
Besides the copious treatises of Ideler, in his works
on general chronology, 76 special dissertations on the
subject have been contributed more recently by
Professor K. F. Hermann 77 and by Dr. Bergk. 78
Among these compositions, that of Hermann may
be now regarded as the standard authority. It
affords materials for seventeen lists of months 79
which are supposed to have been used in Dorian
cities. Less, however, is kno"rn of this class than
of any other. It exhibits little more than a nomenclature gleaned from authors and inscriptions. Of
the seventeen lists, no one is complete. Fourteen of
the number are so far fragmentary as to contain no
more than from two to six lllonths, and it naturally
follows, from the imperfectness of the whole data,
that many results are marked as questionable; such
is the case with two of the five Rhodian months
produced. The diotal epigraphs found at Alexandria
now fill this void in our knowledge, by exhibiting the
76 Handbuch der Chronologie, Berl. 1825. Lehrbuch der Chronologie, Berl. 1831.
77 Uber Griechische Monatskunde, Gatt. 1844.
78 Beitdige zur Griechischen Monatskunde, Geissen, 1845.
79 Early in 1845
the kindness of Professor Lushington had
forwarded to Alexandria transcripts of these lists, and useful remarks
concerning them.
J
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entire series of months as used in one of the greatest
cornmunities of the Dorian stock. It comprises, of
course, the nine attributed by Hermann, and by
Castello before hilll, to Sicily; but which our present
information enables us to appropriate more accurately.
It is not that the months of the Rhodian calendar
may not perhaps have been common to some Doric
cities of Sicily; particularly to three on the southern
coast, Gela, Acragas, Camarina; which had more
or less directly a Rhodian origin. The same supposition might be extended with probability to cities
not far distant from Rhodes; and almost with certainty to those of the Dorian pentapolis, which would
include Cos and Cnidus in the category.
Attention has been drawn to the singular fact that
the names of months, with populations of Ionian
origin terminated in wv, but those of the Dorians
and ~olians in os, with so much constancy as to
afford of itself a sufficient criterion for their classification.
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respecting which there is no information; and it was
preci ely through the cities' having adopted cycles of
their own independently, that such a confusion of
calendars was produced as son1etimes obliged Greek
writers themselves to confess their inability to detect
coincidence. 80
The months at Rhodes, as was usual every where,
were named from religious festivals which occurred
in each. The order they have received in the preceding Table is in a great degree conjectural. Adequate inquiry might lead to some more authentic
sequence; but there must always remain much uncertainty in the matter, as months of the same name
often held dissimilar places in the civil year of different
cities. A column joined to the Table shows how
many examples of each month occurred to me at
Alexandria; because that circumstance may possibly
be worth notice as an indication. It seems natural to
suppose that the labours of the potter "\\Tere most
active in spring and autumn; and lea t active, at
Rhodes, during the heavy rains of winter and the
excessive heat of midsummer. 81
Thesmophorius. - The Thesmophoria, well known
festivals of Ceres, cOll1menced at Athens on the
eleventh of Pyanepsion, so that they fell in October.
A Cretan calendar in the Medicean hemerologium 82
80 Professor Boeckh makes the general remark, "variorum populorum menses, qui sibi secundum legitimos annorum cardines respondent, non quovis conveniunt anno, nisi cyclus intercalationum
utrique populo idem sit, . . . quod tamep negligere solent chronologi."-C. 1. vo!. i. p. 734.
81 "Finguntur (lateres) optime vere; nam solstitio rimosi fiunt."
-Plin. xxxv. 49. "Ducendi autem sunt per vernum tempus et
autumnale, ut uno tenore siccescant."- Vitruv. lI. 3.
82 The hemerologia of the Florence and Leyden libraries are in
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names this month, and makes it begin on the 23rd
of September, which Ideler thinks ~vas the first day
of the year.83
Diosthyus-(the sacrifice of Jupiter).-The name
of this month, on manubrial stamps, occurs for the
first time at Alexandria.
In inscriptions it has
already appeared. 84 It may have been the same
with the Macedonian Dius (October); which, though
it held dissimilar places in the civil year of Asiatic
cities, still, in five cases out of seven, coincided
with the autumn season.
Agrianius.-The Agriania were celebrated at Argas
and at Thebes; perhaps in winter, and in honour
of Chthonian Bacchus, as their character is said by
Hesychius to have been funereal. This is known
to have been one of the months used at COS. 85
Pedageitnius.-The narne of this month would have
been hitherto unknown, but for a single inscription
of Cos, published lately by Dr. Ross.86 That circumstance enhances perhaps the interest of its deIdeler's Handbuch, but more fully in the 'Mem. de l' Acad. des
Inscr.' XLVII. pp. 81-84. It is held that the Cretan calendar is of
some late period, and certainly the few names of months scattered
through the inscriptions of Hierapytna, Latus, Glus, and Priansus,
are quite different. It is not, however, so clear that the common
opinion is altogether correct. That the names of some Cretan
months should have been adopted in Rhodes is quite conceivable,
for a part of the island had been peopled by Cretans (Diod. v. 59),
who seem to have long ren1ained distinct. Perhaps Thesmophorius
and Theudresius, if not other months, were of that origin.
83 Handbuch, 1. 426.
8-1 Boeckb, C. 1. 2448, 2525 b.
5 Vita Hippocr. ape Fabric. Bibl. Gr. XII. p. 676.
The reading
,Aypulvov needs the addition of an t, as Prof. Hermann remarks.
86 Inscr. Gr. ined. Fa 'c. Ill. No. 311.
If the apograph is right,
the name of the month at Co was written ITerayfLTvuoS-.
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tection for the first tinle upon manubria. IT/Sa is
given by the lexicons as an £olic form of jJJETd. 87
It does not, however, follow that our month agreed
with the Athenian Metageitnion. The Metageitnia
vvere festivals of Apollo, one of whose appellations
at Rhodes was probably Pedageitnius.
Badromius.- It can hardly have coincided with the
Attic Boedromion (September).
ArtamJitius.-This month belonged to many cities,
and among others to Cos. 8S It was designated froill
the festivals of Diana.
.
Theudmsius- (Theod«£sius). -Alexandria has furnished only one exan1ple of this month; but another
had already been discovered in Sicily.s9 The month
occurs too in the Cretan calendar already quoted,
where it is made to commence on the 24th March.
In the Macedonian calendar, and in those copied
from it, the place of DffiSius varied from May to
August. The TheodC€sia were festivals of Bacchus.
Dalius.- It is now believed that the great Ionian
panegyries at Delos coincided with the sixth and
seventh of the Attic Thargelion (May), the birthdays of Apollo and Diana; and we may assume
that the same holydays gave their name to the
Rhodian month in which they fell.
Hyacinthius.-The Hyacinthia, held in honour of
Apollo and Hyacinthus at AmyclC€ in Laconia, were
87 The name of the Rhodian eponymus II€au7farpos (epig. No. 213)
is of like formation.
8 Ross, Inscr. Gr. Fasc. lI.
o. 175.
89 Found at Eryx, and imperfect; but easily ,:repaired:

EnIKPA[TArJ
OPA

.

eEY~A[IJ~IOY.-Castellj,Cl.
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famous. From the description of them, 90 in which a
day of mourning is represented as succeeded by a day
of joy, it is apparent that they were a local form of the
Adonia, adopted in situations where the worship of
Apollo was dominant, as it was at Amyclre and at
Rhodes. The time of the year at which they were
celebrated in the two places may not perhaps have been
quite the same. But the mythos of Adonis (Thamuz)
was derived from Phcenicia, and it was at Byblus
that the Adonia were solemnized with most sanctity.
Commercial intercourse and comparative proximity
-may naturally have led the Rhodians to observe the
time and general forms of the Syrian commemoration,
as the Alexandrians appear to have done. 'That
tilue was the month of June, by the explicit testimony
of St. Jerome. 91 The Cretan calendar contains a
month written (Pa(3tvBlOs, which seems to be an error
of transcription for (Ta"tvBtos. It is there made to
commence on the 24th May, so that it agrees perfectly with the indication of St. Jerome, and perhaps
establishes these identifications.
Sminthius.-The month is not to be found in
authors or upon monuments, and it now appears for
the first time at Alexandria. Considering that twelve
examples were discovered there, it is extraordinary
that no one had yet come to light in Sicily. The
month is named from a festival of the Sminthian
Athen. IY. p. 139.
"Quem nos Adonidem interpretati sumus, et Hebrreus et Syrus
sermo Thamuz Yocat, unde, quia juxta gentilem fabulam in mense
J unio amasius Veneris et pulcherrirnus juvenis occisus esse et deinceps
revixisse narratur, eundem Junium mensem eodem appellant nomine,
et anniversariam ei celebrant solemnitatem, in qua plangitur a mulieribus quasi mortuus et postea reviviscens canitur atque laudatur."-,Comment. in Ezech. lib. Ill. c. 8.
90
91
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Apollo, whose worship prevailed chiefly in the Troad,
but was evidently naturalized in Rhodes also. There
was a place in the island called Sminthia; 92 and the
ra~, the attribute of Snlinthian Apollo, is found as a
parergic mark both on the coins of the city and on
the diotal stamps. The month is here assumed to
be solstitial; but that is no more than a conjecture.
Carneius - named from the festivals of Apollo
Carneius, common in Greek cities, but kept with
most solemnity at Sparta. It appears from Herodotus 93 that they fell about the time of the Olympic
games, in Hecatombreon (July), or rather immediately
after those games, but that they certainly preceded
the battle of Salamis in Boedromion (September).
Carneius is the month in which the Athenian expedition to Sicily was destroyed by the Syracusans; and
Plutarch, in the life of Nicias,94 makes it agree with
the Attic Metageitnion (August).
Panamus.-At Rhodes, the intercalary month was
called "second Panamus /' and this was, no doubt,
inserted either after the sixth lTIonth, like the" second
Poseideon" at Athens, or after the twelfth. In the
Macedonian calendar, and in eight others formed on
that rnodel, Panemus is the ninth month, and its
coincidence fluctuates bet\veen June and September.
In the BCBotian calendar it fell with the Attic
Metageitnion. 95 In one of the greatest among Dorian
cities, Corinth, it agreed with Boedromion; 96 and
Strabo, XIII. p. 605.
93 VIII. 72.
94 Cap. 28.
Plut. Camill. 19.
96 Demosth. De Coron. p. 280.
Boeckh supposes that the month
at Corinth and in Breotia fell at the same time; but that variety in
the intercalations made it shift its coincidence between the latter
half of one Attic month and the beginning of the next.-C. 1. vol. i.
p.734.
U2
95
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there IS reason to suppose that it closed· the year
in all Doric calendars.
Deuteral Pana1nus.-l\vo examples of this month
were found at Alexandria: three others have occurred
in Sicily, and are produced by Castello.
·
Parergic figures, or sigilla solitaria, abundant on
Greek and Roman coinage from the epoch of Philip,
the father of Alexander, down,vards, are especially
numerous upon Rhodian money. Their ancient object has never been accurately determined. Eckhel
supposed them to be mint marks,97 which, taken in
the sense he intended, is not among the happier conjectures of that eminent man. Devices of exactly the
same kind are represented, although less frequently,
upon the Rhodian manubria, where they are greatly
magnified in size, owing to the space they fill being less
restricted. The different types found at Alexandria,
and the names of forty-three magistrates who assumed
them, are these:
Caduceus

Andricus.
Andronicus.
Antimachus.
Ariston.
Canon.
Damocrates.
Dracontidas.
Euc1itus.
11ephrestion.
I-lierocles.
Imas.
Philocrates.
Protus.
Sosic1es.
Herac1eon.

Botrus
D]

Doct. Num. Vet.

Botrus

Cornucopia .
Garland . .

.
.

Stars. . . .
Anchor • . •
Rat
..
Caps of
. the Dios- }
cun
.••
Parazonium.

Prolegom.

I.

.

p. cvi.

Menecles.
Midas.
Themison.
Athanodotus.
Amyntas.
Bromius.
Theodorus.
Aristarchus.
Dracontidas.
Pythogenes.
D erne t nus.
.
Nicias.
Philostephon.
Rhodon.
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Fish .
. Diodotus.
Acrostolium. . Isidorus.
Cro e, flowered Ari tocrates.
Radiated head Of} Aristides.
Apollo (small) Clearchus.
Cleocrates.
Cratidas.
Symmachus.
Xenophon.
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Head of Iedusa Menestrc tu .
Botrus and Cadu- } Mida .
ceus . . . Imas.
Torch and Gar-} Socrates.
land . . . Olympus.
th .
Double Rhyton} M
and Bipennis .
eno em].
Dolphin entwin-} M
t t
ing an anchor
enes ra us.

Few "Till examine this Table without at once surmising that its devices belonged to the magistrates
,vh·ose names they accompany, and were borne by
them much in the way that Sulla sealed with three
trophies, as did PQmpey afterwards; 98 C~sar with the
figure of Venus armed, 99 and Augustus with a sphinx, 100
in the earlier portion of his career. The example of
the latter, VI ho thrice changed his signet, might at the
san1e time lead us to expect some inconstancy in the
matter; and the parallel, correct in the main, might
possibly be affected by some other distinctions. The
Table indeed seems to indicate, that although a Rhodian
magistrate generally adhered to a single parergic mark,
throughout the diotal seals of his year, 101 it was neither
as the inherent cognizance of the individual or of a
family, like our armorial bearings,I°2 nor as the abstract
Dion Cass. XLII. 18.
9~ Ibid. XLIII. 43.
"In diplomatibus, libellisque et epistolis signandis, initio sphinge
usus est; mOK imagine Magni Alexandri; novissime sua."-Sueton.
Aug. 50. The frog of Mecrenas was dreaded at Rome, as it was
affixed to the edicts which ilnposed taxes.-Plin. H. N. XXXVII. 4.
101 Dracontidas and Menestratus varied; unless indeed there were
two eponylni of each name at different times. Midas and Imas,
who used the caduceus and botrus united, frequently dropped one or
the other.
102 It does appear that devices on seal ring sometimes had that
character; for Galba bore a dog looking from the prow of a ship,
and this device he had from hi ance.. tors.-Dion Cass. LI. 3. The
98

100
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synlbol of any particular magistrature; but rather as a
sign which was personal to himself in his official
capacity, or in the discharge of some particular branch
of its duties. The same type was adopted at different
times by many eponymi; the caduceus, for instance,
by fourteen. The city evidently affected a particular
series of such emblems; one of which may have been
selected on entering office, or as often as occasion
required. Nine of those on the manubria are also
encountered on the coins of Rhodes, described by
Mionnet. It is difficult to say whether this public
and perhaps religious character deterred the magistrates from any recourse to the pictural allusions,
naturally suggested by such names as Rhodon, Dracontidas, Pythogenes, Philostephanus. The distinctive
types of several Greek cities certainly have such
relation, as the rose of Rhodes, the parsley of Selinus,
the apple of Melos, the pomegranate of Side, the heart
of Cardia; and the parergic marks which the Romans,
imitating the practices of Greek coinage, have left
upon their consular and family money, occasionally
reveal clearly a personal signification. Thus the foot
is introduced parergically on coins struck by the
curule redile P. Furius Crassipes, the murex-shel1 on
those of L. Furius Purpureo, the flower on those of L.
Aquillius Florus, the hammer on those of C. Poblicia
Malleolus. What then the sigilla were on Roman,
they doubtless were, in the main, on Greek money.
They do not occur on that of Rhodes so often as the
names of magistrates; but where they exist at all,
it is upon the reverses and along with those names,
practice of placing emblems upon shields was introduced very anciently
by the Carian islanders.-Herod. I. 171.
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in the same way and with the same apparent object as
on the pottery. That object, at least originally, Inust
have been one of public convenience. The name of
the eponymus had various important uses; of which
its employment as the ordinary date of the year was
but one; and it was made plain to every body, by
being doubly expressed,-in letters for those who
could read, and by the figure of some natural object
for the illiterate. 103 It is the motive which, a century
or two ba~k, led every shopkeeper to trade under
a sign. Some cities placed, on their money, sigilla,
but no eponymic names; others names, but not
sigilla. Many coinages, especially those of Alexander
and his successors, have the parergic types acconlpanied by monograms,1°4 which may be the gram1natic
names of eponymi, abbreviated. It is the more probable, as some names of the kind are written at length
on the money of Alexander, Lysimachus, &c.; and
also because Syracuse cannot have been the only place
where the years continued to be named from the civic
eponymus, even after the form of government had
become monarchial. 105
There are a few manubria which, besides the usual
starnp; have upon their sides a small punched countermark. One of these contains the single letter or
numeral S, another K, a third KA, a fourth 0, and
103 The necessity was the same where the magistrate who presided
over the coinage did not happen to be eponymus.
104 Here again Eckhel supposes mint marks, either arbitrary or intelligible only to the officers and others concerned.-D. N. V. Proleg. p. xcv. Great respect is due to every opinion of one whose
comprehensive views brought order and sound criticism into numismatic science; but we must regret that there are subordinate details,
$.ometimes important, which he dismissed too hastily.
105 Ante, p. 19.
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one the radiated head of I-Ieliu. Their purpose is not
obviou .
.
Philological criticism is beyond the aim of thi
inquiry; but it may note certain ingulariti
hich
ordinary observation and a little time render apparent. The e are the Doricisn s of orthoo-raphy in th
Rhodian epigraphs. The favourite vow I of the
Dorian , the broad A, continually replac s E and H,
as ~AMATPIOY for ~HMHTPIOY. One vovv I i
ometimes used for another, or is converted into a
diphthong indifferent!. Thus the ame names ar
written AAEXAN~POY and AAIXAN~POY; TIMOSEOY and TIMOeHOY; eEY~npOl: for SEo~n
POl:; 106 KAHN01:TPATOY and KAEINOl:TPATOY,
even on seals of the same month; AN~PONIKOY and
AN~PONEIKOY, also in one month. 107 Elision of the
final vowel of the preposition €7Tl takes place b fore
the word (I€p/ws, but rarely before proper' names
beginning with vowels. We have En I I EPnNOl:
Enl AN~POMAXOY, &c.; the e ception being En
AeANO~OTOY and En AN~PONEIKOY. There i
a single xample of E<I> I EPEnl: upon a seal of rrinlagoras. There are two instances only, and both of
them very plain, in which the name of a month, ccompanied by that of a rnagistrate, is other ise than
in the genitive case. The one is Enl APIl:TPATO
ZMINSI01:; rendered further peculiar by Z being substituted for l:, as on some coins of Smyrna, and al '0
by the omission of the final Y in the proper name: th
other instance is ~OIVlAlqlA A~IToq9MI:I13I\>I.
Also

SEY~AI:IIOY

and.KAEYKPATEYl: for 8EOand KI\EOKPATEYl:.
107 There is the same variety in the epigraphs of Aristides, Timagoras, and Tisagoras.
lOG

~AIl:IOY
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Names ending in a~ take in the geniti e the Doric
terrnination a; as AMYNTA"E., AMYNTA : 10 tho e in
7]~ ha e the genitive cont acted in €V~,
hich seems
to differ from €O~ only by the Doric change of v for 0,
comrIlon in these epigraphs. Thus ArAeOKI\H"E., and
all names of the ame kind, inst ad of making ArAeOKI\EO"E., or ArA00KI\EIO"E., or ArAeOKI\EOY"E.,
as on the Syracu an coin , forms Ar A00KI\EY"E. on
the Rhodian manubria. "E.fi"E.IKI\H"E. alone, makes indifferently ~"E.IKI\EY"E. and "E.n"E.IKI\Y"E..
The Doric change of ov into ID does not at all occur.
We have indeed what is much the same, API"E.TPATO,
EI"E.ll\nXO, and PANAKTO, affectations of archai m;
for that form of genitive is usual on the older coin ,
ending upon the
acedonian, ith the reign of Archelaus, 399 B. • A similar caprice, most prevalent
at a late period when lunated letters ere already
used, must account for several names being inscribed
from right to left, or even in {3ov(rrpo1»7D6v.l09 Still the
same magi trate hose name is inverted in one instance or two, has it written from left to right on
all the other seals of his eries. llo In the epigraph
of Thestor and of Theodor, the letters run a usual,
except the final ~, which is reversed; a circumstance
not to be attributed to inadvertence, because the
engraving a metal seal supposes deliberation. It is
also remarkable that these strange irregularities were
practised by Greek artists through the more polished
centuries; so that they may have had reference to
108 The names Aristides, JEsehine , &e., take a in the genitive,
because their Doric termination in the nominative is as'.
109 As the epigraphs of Epipacus and Pedapatrus.
110 Among seven epigraphs of Rhodon, two only read from right
to left, and one only in five of oerates.
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some uper titious notion, as a mere caprice could
hardly have subsisted 0 long. On Greek coins the
legend is occasionally reve sed, down to the time of
Augu tus, of Claudius, and even of the Antonines. ll1
On the other hand, the peculiarity is found on painted
vases of the best periods. One of these, v;rhich, from
its style of art and the absence of long vowels, must
be as igned to seventy or eighty years, at least, before
the epoch of Alexander, presents seven names, of
which five read in the usual direction, and two from
right to left; whilst the final 1: in one of the latter is
reversed. 112
The ancient commerce of the Mediterranean is
illustrated in many respects by the diotal manubria,
and by the knowledge now acquired of their origin.
We are informed that Rhodes, a srnall island, and
in part rugged, yielded little corn, nor indeed any
thing more important than excellent raisins and figs,113
together with some wine, not of high reputation. The
inhabitants, therefore, were at all times dependent on
other lands for subsistence, and necessity impelled
them to navigation and trade, which were directed
ith preference towards the neighbouring markets of
Egypt and Sicily,-corn-growing countries in which
supply was certain. Transactions gradually enlarged
their orbit; and Rhodes, centrally placed, became
apparently a great intermediate station and a depot
for food and general merchandise, much as Leghorn
See examples in Mionnet, 11. 273; Sup. VI. 485. Eckhel,
. V. 11. 31l.
112
va.. e in the po se sion of the !fa uis of orthampton has
the same ino-ularity in the final ~ of a nam. The other va e alluded
to i in my hand .
113
then. I. p. 27.
III

D.
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and Malta are now. The astonishing opulence resulting, in ancient tinles, from a traffic in agricultural
produce, is amply attested by that which Agrigentum
acquired through the supply of Carthage. It has been
aptly remarked, that we may discern ~Tith whom the
Rhodians were commercially connected, and also to
what relative extent, by the contributions they received from various quarters after the great earthquake
which devastated their city, 227 B. C. 1l4 The largest
donations canle precisely from Egypt and from
Sicily.lls
In reality, the intercourse of the Carians with Egypt
is historically certain from the period of Psammetichus
(656 B. c.); and in the reign of Amasis (571-525
B. c.) the people of Rhodes, Cnidus, and Halicarnassus had a principal share in the Greek factory
established at Naucratis on the Canopic branch of
the Nile. 116 Herodotus notices that wine, secured in
diotffi, arrived in Egypt twice in each year from
Greece and Phcenicia. ll7 But it was after the subversion of Tyre that the Rhodians grew into importance. They had merited the favour of Alexander
114 Paulsen, p. 68, who cites Dio Chrysostom as evidence that
they traded with Egypt, Syria, Sicily, Macedonia, Bithynia, Pontus,
&c. He might have added from Aristides, that they had separate
docks for the ships of Egypt, Phcenicia, Caria, and Ionia; and that
the roofs of the vfwpLa looked like a slanting field (vo!. ii. p. 341).
They must also have had important relations with the Euxine; for in
219 B. c. they declared war and blockaded the Hellespont, in order
to force the Byzantians to desist from a toll which they then levied
on ships passing the straits.-Polyb. IV. 50.
115 Polyb. v. 88.
116 Herod. 11. 154, 17 .
117 Ill. 6. This was prior to the foundation of Alexandria (332 D.C.),
and indeed of the city of Rhodes itself (408 H.C.); so that the circumtance ha no direct bearing on the manubria under examination.
The commercial fact is important.
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by a voluntary sublnission; and as a maritilne people,
derived from a COlnmon stock, they must necessarily
have had their place in his colossal schemes. Under
such circumstances, the opulent trade recently displaced from the Syrian coast \vas allowed to flow
to\vards their harbours, and it rendered them in time
the richest of the Greeks. That result indeed may
have been fortuitous to son1e extent; for the design of
Alexander: was, probably, to transfer eventually the
naval supremacy of the Phrenicians, with vaster proportions, to the city of his own name which he had
hastened to found in Egypt, immediately after the
overthrow of Tyre. By position, and the excellence
of its ports, it had every requisite condition for becoming the great emporium of trade and naval arsenal
of the empire he projected. His premature death
frustrated those objects in great part, and left the
Rhodians the tranquil possession of their new advantages. Thence the greatness of the Republic,the Venice of the ancient world; a parallel which
holds good in the insular position of its city, its
oligarchical constitution, the sources of its prosperity,
and the progress of its fortunes. At the period of the
celebrated siege, when it batHed the efforts of Den1etrius Poliorcetes,' it is said to have been at once
the most beautiful and the best governed of Grecian
cities. lIs Its laws of the sea, transmitted from age
to age, have become the acknowledged groundwork of
all maritime codes; and it is the only government
of antiquity in which may be distinguished a system
quivalent, as it seems, to our poor-Iaws. 1l9 Diodorus
ha cl arly explained that the city derived its traffic
11

trabo

J

XIV.

p. 65· ; Diod. xx. 81.

lW

trabo,

XIV.

653.
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and chief support from transactions with Egypt and
from the resort of shipping which traded thither. 120
But nature has established so broadly the wants and
superfluities of that country, that the general objects
of its foreign commerce must be nearly the same in
our days as in those of the Ptolemies, however much
the bulk may have decreased with the numbers and
the well-being of the population. 121 Among the leading articles received by Egypt were, no doul)t, timber,
oil, wine, metals, honey, (which then supplied Inany
of the uses of sugar,) white slaves, dyed and embroidered tissues, arms, &c.; and returns would be
effected with corn, flax, linens, sail-cloth, papyrus,
gold-dust, ivory, gums, glass-wares of Alexandria, and
spices from India.
That the Rhodians also maintained an active commerce with Sicily, is indicated by the frequency with
which their inscribed pottery is found there. We
accordingly learn that the object of their demand was
corn, which they appear to have exported in large
quantities; 122 and it may have been paid in great
Loc. cit.
There are data on which a rough notion of the difference might
be founded. The population of Egypt is now 2,000,000 at most.
Diodorus Siculus (1. 3), who visited the country in the reign of
Ptolelny Auletes, 65, 51, B. C., estimated the then population as not
less than 3,000,000. It cannot h· ve been so great in the period
of the first Ptolemy. The importations of Egypt during 1845,
in its Mediterranean ports (Alexandria and Damietta), were worth
£ 1,041,049, and the exports were worth £ 1,874,133. In 1 46,
the imports at Alexandria were worth £1,310,182, and the exports
£ 1,552,061.
122 Although Polybius (v. 88) mentions generally an exemption
from navigation dues, accorded by ICing Hiero 11., after the great
earthquake of Rhodes, 227 B. c., it i Diodorus who notices preci ely
that immunity wa giv n "to tlte corn ship " (TOtS' ULTTJYOLS' 1rAOLOLS',
120
121
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part with precious wines from the continent and isles
of Asia Minor, along with Egyptian linens dyed by
themselves; for that was an art which they had
inherited from the Tyrians. Syracuse, as the chief
city of Sicily and an excellent port, was probably
the station of their ships; but it is likely that they
visited the different points of the coast where corn
could be had abundantly and at first.hand; for so
they might spare the freight of coasting craft, and
better barter their own commodities, by taking them
to the doors of those who had the means to become
consumers. At Syracuse, very few manubria have
been found. The two points at which they have
appeared most numerously are Ali9ata, and Monte
S. Giuliano, near to Trapani; both places on the
southern coast. Alicata is certainly the site of
Phintia; to which the people of Gela were removed,
about 282 B. C. 123 The Geloans were colonists from
Rhodes; and Alicata stands at the angle of a vast
corn-bearing plain ;-the old (( campi Gelol," now
"la pianura di Terranova; "-circumstances "rhich
account sufficiently for the resort of the Rhodians
to that locality. Monte S. Giuliano is the site of the
VI. Eel. 6); denoting thereby the nature of the ordinary trade
with Sicily. When the Romans became masters of the island,
it produce was required for the consumption of Italy, and the Rhodians were not supplied otherwise than under special permissions,
one of which was partly the object of an embassy in 168 B. c.
The senate, on that occasion, granted liberty to export 100,000
medimni, about 18,750 imperial quarters.-Polyb. XXVIII. 2.
123 The inscription noticed in p. 23 was found at Alicata.
From
the form of the letters, it can hardly be dated higher than the period
f the Roman conque t; so that it clearly was not brought from
le, but hows that the people of Phintia continued to call them",cl
cloi:.
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icanian town Eryx, famous for its ancient temple
of Aphrodite, to which numerous hierodoulce were
attached, as at Corinth and elsewhere. This temple,
revered by the Romans as well as by the Greeks,
and indeed rebuilt by Tiberius,124 was assiduously
frequented by both peoples; and it may be presumed
that in a place devoted to a sensual worship, there
was an extraordinary demand for the Chian, Le bian,
and other expensive wines imported by the Rhodians.
Wheresoever else they traded, diotal manubria, with
the names of their eponymi, must certainly exist.
Observation has hitherto been wanting,-not monuments. Two such handles were found at Xanthus by
Sir Charles Fello"rs; the one bearing a circular stanlp
with the Rhodian flower surrounded by the legend
InnOKPATEY1:, the other inscribed IMA, with a
caduceus. 125 Both are precise counterparts of Nos.
166 and 169, discovered at Alexandria.
The ordinary diotce, or pointed amphorce, of which
the handles are before us, were really the casks of
ancient times. The stamps they bear are the public
mark and seal, attesting the legal gauge of the vessels;
an obvious convenience to trade, by economizing the
time, the loss, and charges of re-measurement. That
object appears to have been deemed so important, that
authority was added to it by employing, as on the
coinage, the name of the eponymus, and the solemn
symbols of the republic; which thus authenticated in
the same form its standards of value and of capacity.
Tacit. Ann. IV. 43.
The information is due to the kindness of Mr. Birch, of the
Briti h Museum, where they are deposited. Th y indicate the commercial intercourse which was sure to exist between neighbouring
people, and we need not look further; although Lycia with Caria
belonged to the Rhodians from 189 B. c. to 167 D. c.
124
125
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Such is, perhaps, the more natural explanation of
the manubrial stamps. They can hardly have been
intended to attest the date of the wine,126 for in that
respect they offered no security whatever against
fraud, because the same vessel might be employed
repeatedly. Besides, that is not properly a public
object: the other is strictly so. The amphora, too,
was not simply a cask, but represented a specific
measure of capacity, both with the Greeks and
Romans. The latter did not stamp theirs in
general, if at all; but there was a standard amphora kept at Rome, in the Capitol, and to it there
must have been frequent and very troublesome reference. This inconvenience the Rhodians avoided by
their public seal, which rendered every individual
amphora a standard.
Among the objects of merchandise imported in
diotce, were necessarily wines, oil, salsamenta, which
included fish cut into lumps and preserved in salt, as
also soused olives (olivce conditce), olives dry -salted
(olivce nigrce), and such like articles; honey, 127
liquamen, vinegar, raisins, bumast(£, or hard grapes,128
120 To prevent the wine from being smoked or otherwise injured in
the proces of ripening artificially, the bungs of the diotre must have
been covered with some hard ubstance, not affected by heat. On
this cement the proprietor probably marked, by some means, the
names of the Consuls. Sometimes the date may have been cut or
branded on a label of wood (pittacium) tied to the handles; or it
was simply daubed with pitch upon the vase itself.-This of cour e
refer to Roman practices.
127 In the fictitious letters of Chion, he is made to say of a present
he had received, h6p.uJ"£ P.OL ~a[8Lp.o~, Tap[xov~ (Po~[ov Kat ,."tALTO~
dp.cf>op£a~ 7J"£V7"E.-Ep. VI.
12
"on ego te mensis et diis accepta secundis
Tran ierill1 Rhodia, et tumidi bumaste racemis."
Virgo 'Georg. n. 101-_.
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and the semi-fluid butter which is still largely consumed in the Levant.
The dates of the manubrial epigraphs, and of the
magistrates whose names they perpetuate, must needs
extend over a wide space of time. The oldest are
perhaps coeval with the foundation of Alexandria
(332 B. c.); or, at all events, with its rise into importance under the first of the Lagidre. The reasonable
presumption is before us, that the seals of Amyntas,
Damophilus, and Menedamus, are assignable to Rhodian citizens conspicuous in the historical events of
the war with Antigonus (304-303 B. c.). The most
recent epigraphs-few, however, in number-may be
of the period of Vespasian. The Rhodians having
crucified certain Roman citizens, were first deprived of
their institutions by Claudius. 129 These they recovered
through the interposition of the youthful Nero ; 130 but
about sixteen years later, the city was finally deprived
of its liberties, and reduced to the provincial form. 131
To this interval of four hundred years the manubria
must be ascribed; and as we have reason to believe
that the priesthood of the Sun was an annual office,
the epigraphs afford, in some sort, the eponymic fasti
of the republic for more than a third part of that
important period. 132
Dion Cass. LX. 24.
130 Tacit. Ann. XII. 58.
"Achaiam, Lyciam, Rhodum, Byzantium, Samum, libertate
ademta, in provinciarum formam redegit."-Suet. Vespas. 8.
132 The objects of this memoir having been simply to introduce the
nlOnuments found at Alexandria, and at the same time to ubmit
some cursory sugge tions of my own for their explanation,-as the
work of Professor Hermann was not procurable in London, I had
contented myself with the lists of Doric months extracted for me, as
already stated in note 79. Owing therefore to my own neglect, the
treatise of Profe sor I-Iermann and that of Dr. Bcrgk were not pro129

131
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CNIDIAN EPIGRAPHS.

Inscribed rnanubria of the second class encountered
at Alexandria, appear to be of novel occurrence; for
cured from Germany until the first sheet of this Paper was in type.
They have directed my attention to some other writings by Germans,
and those that could be found have been examined.
At p. 103, Professor Hermann mentions that an article of the
'Neue Jenaische Literatur Zeitung' (No. 103, 1842) describes
certain manubria found about the Sarmatian Olbia. The writer
appears to have noticed the presence of the pomegranate flower on one
handle; and, upon others, the names of Doric months which could
hardly have been used in Olbia, a town of the Ionians. He therefore
conjectured that the handles were from Rhodes, an opinion to which
Professor Hermann does not assent; because the emblem, according
to him, is a pomegranate fruit, and not a pomegranate flower.
Possibly the doubtful monument may be that extracted by Boeckh,
C. 1. 2085 f, from Plate 11. fig. 15 of Koppen's 'Nordgestade des
Pontus.' Its epigraph is nO/\Y1:TPATOY A1:TYNOMOY,
and Boeckh says, " Ansa videtur flore 10to simili ornata esse." I-Ie
thinks that it may be from Chersonesus. The mention of an Astynomus, and comparison with other handles found at Olbia, show the
probability that it is from some Greek city on the Euxine,-from
Rhodes, it certainly is not.' If Doric months are read upon some of
those handles, the fact is of weight, but it does not fix their origin.
That the Rhodians may have traded with Olbia is indeed likely, and
the sagacious indication of the Jena writer,-whose name is not
mentioned, -should prompt further inquiry. There is no trace, in
Professor Hermann's work, that the Sicilianism of the manubria and
of the months reported by Castello was at all brought into doubt by
the question as to those of Olbia. Dr. Bergk, who wrote in 1845,
seems to be the first to express (p. 24) some doubt whether all the
handle found in Sicily are really of the island, since foreign wines
nlust obviou ly have come there in foreign jars; and he concludes
hi observations by saying that the whole subject calls for an
accurate investigation upon the spot, which could not fail to conduct
to new discoverie .
I have al 0 been led to a letter on Sicilian inscriptions, written in
1 36 by
. Raoul Rochette, and published in the 'Rheinischcs
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although their existence in Sicily is not improbable,
none have been as yet described by the vvriters of that
island. This class comprises forty-three examples, of
which four only are duplicates. The earth is coarser
than the Rhodian; its colour darker and more dull.
It breaks with a rough fracture, displaying very
minute particles of black micaceous sand, and the
heart has often taken in the kiln the livid hue of
ashes. These handles are so much slighter than the
Rhodian, that they must have belonged to diotffi of
another shape, - smaller perhaps, and consequently
less weighty. They are not cylindrical, but irregularly
flat; their width I! inch to 2 inches; their thickness
! inch. Each extended three inches horizont<:tlly
from the neck of the vessel, and was then deflected;
not at right angles, like the Rhodian, but always
with a curve. The perpendicular portion, which can
hardly have been very l.ong, appears to have decreased a little in width. as it approached the body
of the vase. Upon the top of the ear was impressed
the stamp, usually a rectangular cartouch 1k inch
long by t inch high. Occasionally it is circular or
oval, or of a lozenge form, and sometimes it assumes
the shape of an ivy-leaf.
The origin of these seals need not be sought by
Museum' of Dr. Welcker (iv. 63). A note to p. 86 relates to the
manubrial epigraphs. The views are adopted from Bishop Munter,
(' Epist. de Monument. aliquot Scriptis.' p. 9. Hafnire, 1822,) and
they need not now be canvassed. M. Rochette further mentions the
i!1teresting fact that a handle obtained by him at Acrre is inscribed
En IEPEnl: ~OPKYAAI~A. The name of that magistrate,
with a month, occur (epig. 138) in the Alexandrian series; and he
i now the ixteenth eponvmus of Rhodes whoc::e official title has
been found xpre~ ed.
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any inductive process; it nleets the eye at once.
They issued from a Carian city not very remote
from Rhodes; and the greater number bear in full,
or abbreviated, the name of the people, KNI~ION
(KvtStwv) .

The names of Cnidian magistrates, preserved by
the pottery, are forty-eight in number:
The Demiurgus Eugenus. . . .
The Demiurgus Calleodotus ..
Dionysius . . .
Proagoras. . .
Nicidas . . . .
Diodes . . . .
Menippus . . .
Gnye
.
Poliouchus . . .
Eu
.
Euroc1eus . . .
Diogenes . . .
Philambulus . .
M
.
Asclepiodorus •
Asc1epiodorus
l\1enecrates .
Callidamas .
Cleombrotus.

.
.
.
.

Theodoridas • .
Timac1es . . . .
Eucrates. • . .

Irenidas.
Dionysius.
Nicippus.
Alcreus.
Athenreus.
Menestratu .
Heniochus.
Hipparchus.
Aristagalus.
Hippolochus.
Niceas.
Democlus.
Aristogenes.
Xanthus.
Theophides. 133
Anaxander (alone).
Anaxander.
Anaxander.
Anaxander.
Anaxander.
Cleombrotus (alone).
H ysoc1es.
Theodoridas (alone).
Nicasibulus.
Nicasibulus.
Eucrates (alone).

133 eEY<l>EI~EYl: (Pape, p. 167), from silver coins f Cyrene.
But it i not a nominative ca e there. Mo t names, or all, upon those
coins are in the posse ive: IA1:0NOl:, ~AMnNAKTOl:,&c.
Tho ending in EYl: are genitives of names in Hl:, Dorically
formed in th way we see upon the manubria.
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Therocrates .. Apolloniu .
Apollonius (alone) .
. . a ... eus . Ari tocles.
Eu
. Euclides.
Amyntas (alone).
Thersandrus (id.)
Agathinus (id.)
Timoxenus (id.)
Eubulus (id.)
Zenas (id.)
Philinus (id.)
Diodotus (id.)

The proper names of the list, which do not appear
in Dr. Pape's Dictionary,134 are ten:
Irenidas.
Calleodotus.
Timacles.
Polyouchus.
Philambulus.

Eurocleus.
Hysocles.
Theophides.
Nicasibulus.
Therocrates.

With respect to the history and topography of
Cnidus, our most valuable information is embodied
in the learned Memoir, prefixed to the description of
its remains, contained in the third volume of the
'Antiquities of Ionia.' Documents, however, are
nearly or quite wanting for two important centuries,from about 390 B. c., down to the latter part of
the war with Antiochus the Great, 190 B. c.
The city appears to have preserved its liberties
long after those of Rhodes "Tere extinct. It was free
in the time of Vespasian, and is so mentioned by
Pliny.135 There are imperial coins of Cnidus from
erva to Caracalla, and among them are some which
bear the head of the Empress Faustina, accompanied
134

135

Worterbuch del' Griechi..chen eigennamen.
Lib. v. 28.
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by the names of native magistrates. Several circumstances indicate that the city recognized obligations to the Antonines. Like Rhodes, it nlust have
suffered from the earthquake which desolated Asia
Minor in the reign of Antoninus Pius; and the empress may have assun1ed the care of restoring a city
sacred to Ven us. 136
A much higher antiquity than the age of the Antonines is hardly announced by the greater number
of the epigraphs, comparing them with those of
coins struck in Asia Minor. If of a time posterior
to Septimius Severus, the lunated C and E and the
open W would be more constantly employed: if
they dated prior to Trajan, or at all events to Domitian, the letters so shaped would appear upon
them less frequently; so that, on the whole, they
may be referred with reason to the century between
the accession of Vespasian and the death of Marcus
Aurelius"A. D. 69-180. 137 A few, as for instance
that of Eugenus and Irenidas, are clearly of still
later times, and might even be dated between the
reigns of Caracalla and Diocletian.
The form KN I~ION, general on these handles, is
an affectation of archaism which occurs too on the
coins of the city, like PO~ION on those of Rhodes;
only that it is more variable on n10nies, and often
yields to the ordinary penultimate n. The retrograde legends are attributable to the sarne caprice.
136
Adversa ejus" (Antonini Pii) temporibus, hrec provenerunt;
. • . terrremotus quo Rhodiorum et Asire oppida conciderunt; qure
omnia mirifice instauravit." (Jul. Capitol. Y. Ant. Pii IX.)
137 ~n the epigraphs, there is sometimes a mixture of the ordinary
and of the lunated letters; the E being of the one, and the C of the
other. The same thing is not uncommon upon coins of the time of
Marcus Aure1ius, and even earlier.
It

et
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A coin of Cnidus, bearing the head of Faustina, has
the ethnical nan1e written similarly from right to
left, II1nl~IYI>I.138
The Doric peculiarities which occur in the Cnidian
epigraphs do not differ from those already noticed
in the Rhodian; the most prominent being, that
names terrninating in H1: make EYl: in the genitive,
and that those in Al: take A in the same case. 139
The parergic devices, and the names of the magistrates who adopted each,140 are these:
Caduceus
Club . . .

Prow of a Galley. . .
Sceptre . . . .
Bull's head

Cleombrotus . .
Callidamas . .
Menecrates . .
Diogenes . . .
M . . . .
.
Eurocleus . . .
Diocles.
.
Gnye
....
Poliouchus . .

Botrus.
Diota . .

Asclepiodorus .

Trident

Philambulus. .

Lance head
Star
.
Anchor
.
Barley-corn?

Nicidas . . . .
Timacles
.
Eu
. . .

Cleombrotus (alone).
Anaxander (alone).
Anaxander.
Anaxander.
Anaxander.
Democlus.
Xanthus.
Niceas.
Menestratus.
Hipparchus.
Aristagalus.
Aristocles (alone).
Theophides.
Apollonius (alone).
Amyntas (alone).
Aristogenes.
Eubulus (alone).
Theodoridas (alone).
A[thenreus].
Nicasibulus.
Euclides.

On the silver money of Cnidus, the caduceus, the
prow, but particularly the club, are frequently reproMionnet, Sup. VI. p. 485.
There is the same propensity, as in the Rhodian epigraphs, to
change 0 into Y. Thus we have KAEYMBPOTOY, 8EY<l>1~EYI:, and SEYAilPIAAl:.
140 Ante, p. 44.
138

139
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duced a parergic marks, ith or "\\7ithout the name
of magistrate. On the pottery, the diota and the
bull' head appear rather as national types; for they
occupy the whole field of circular stamps, so as to
become principal, not accessorial objects. The latter
emblem as met with frequently on manubria of the
Cnidian shape, hich I threw aside, because, with the
ception of o. 293 and 314, their legends had
been completely effaced. It may also be seen figured
in the same way upon brass coins of Cnidus, certainly of imperial times.
The individuals recorded by the manubria cannot
be ea il y recognized, owing to our want of documents. As none of the silver coins of Cnidus
are of so late a period, it ould be idle to seek identities in the names they offer. Still the ~IOKAHl:
KNI~lnN on a brass coin of the British Museum
mo t probably the same magistrate named with
ene tratus on duplicate handles. The EYBOYAOC
of anothe bra s coin reported by Mionnet,141 and
of
ieh Colonel Leake possesses an example, may
al 0 be the am
hose name appears on the pottery.
The arrangement of the year and the nomenclature of the months ere probably alike at Cnidus
nd at Rhode ; but it i remarkable that no month
i ~ pre ed on the diotal epigraphs of the former
cit .
On the other hand, hil t the Rhodian pottery offers
unifor I the nam of a i le magi trate and no more,
th nidian ,arie in thi re pect; e hibiting ometimes
one, but often r t o. The prepo ition €7Tt preced
14\ T m iii. p. 341.
It may be useful to add that a copp r coin of
nidu , b longin to olon 1 L ak , i in cribed API1:TOnOAI~,
al' m whi h 11 (.' cenr h raft 'r UI)') manubria.
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or is understood, and both names stand in the genitiv
case. 142 The coins of Dyrrhachium and of Apollonia
very frequently bear t,YO names; the first in the
nominative, the other in the genitive. EckheI, with
his accustomed sagacity, had detected that the second
name is not a patronymic, but that it represents a
magistrate as lIluch as the first. 143 This conclusion
indeed was forced upon his notice by finding, even
within the range of the Vienna cabinet, that a particular name in the direct case was often followed on
separate pieces by various names in the possessive ; Alcreus, for instance, by not less than eight; which
could not, of course, be so many fathers of one in..
dividual. The observation of Eckhel applies with
very slight difference to the Cnidian epigraphs, where
likewise the second name is no patronymic; for we
encounter that of Anaxander, both alone as eponymus, and preceded on different handles by four other
names, which can hardly have belonged to so many
magistrates, sons of one father.
Nothing is more probable than that the institutions
of Cnidus and of Rhodes were alike; for they were
neighbouring cities, both Dorian, and necessarily in
constant intercourse. Cnidus, however, "Tas by many
centuries the older of the t"TO; and, long before the
foundation of the other, was the centre of a league
142 There is indeed (1I101~)11II>I ~HTAq>lY3; but on another
eal the same magistrate appears Enl EYKPATEY1: NIKA1:IBOYAOY. There is also Enl ~IONY1:IOY NIKlnnOl:.
s for Enl TIMOKAE[fl] N, it is certainly an abbreviation
cau ed by want of room.
143 "
ic ea vocabula explicanda cen eo, ut utrumque notet urbis
mag'i tratum diver a auctoritate pr~ditum; et in eo, qui in gignendi
. V.
a u effertur, ubaudire oporteat pra'po itionem ErrI." -D.
vo1. ji. p. 153.
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of cities in Caria having a common origin. Th y vr r ,
Lindus, Ialy us and Cameiru , in Rhod s; Co and
I-Ialicarnas us; con titutin 0', ith Cnidu it If, aI
hexapoli, hich became a p ntapoli b tl e ub quen
excommunication of the Halicarnas ians. Upon the
headland, or rather i let, Triopiunl, hich lay, r latively to Cnidus, much as the i land Pharo li to
Alexandria, stood hat may have been the primiti
portion of the to n, and al 0 a nluch-re l' d templ
of the Sun. It as there the people of the confederation assembled periodically for deliberation, and
to celebrate games in honour of Apollo.
e a
eminently the deity of the Dorian ; 144: and the 01
hymn to the god, enum ratino- hi
acr d plac ,
includes the "lofty Cnidu ."
h n it V\ a \ ritt n,
and until long after, the \vor hip \\ as eemin 1
dominant there: hi telnple, full of gift and consecrated prizes, had then a political and religiou
consequence sure to render it pre-eminent in the
city; where its mini ter probably enjo ed tho e di tinctions '\vhich we have already recognized in the
same priesthood at Rhodes. After the Dorian leagu
had ceased to exist, with political object, the inlportance of the Triopian 'anctuary naturally declined;
but it was chiefly obscured in the reign of Ale ander,
when the' naked statue by Praxiteles gave a lustre
and popular vogue to the temple of Venus, which
were the means of rendering her worship thenceforth
more conspicuous at Cnidus. The old tradition
survived, notwithstanding, in a modified form; for
in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, the Dorians in
common continued to celebrate gan1.es at Triopiunl,
144

\iller, B.

11. C.
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cred to pol1o, the yrr ph ,and eptune. 145 In
tho e gan1e the priest of eliu may till have
pr id cl, both b the u age of pa t ages, and as
retaining the civic eponymy.
Re pecting, ho ever, the office borne at Cnidu ,
we as et po se little available information beyond
that ~ hich may be elicited from an in cription
•pre er d b the care of Colonel Leake. 146 I t is a
145 The
moir on nidu, ahead cited, upplie the ancient
authoriti ~, and ve intere.. . ting detail concernin the religion of the
cit . Throughout the hole may be di cerned th plain di tinction of
an old Dorian ~ or..hip, highly national in character, and of another
newer, ad entitiou, and popular. The first wa that of Helius,
without admi ture. H rodotu~, when the league of the pentapolis
,a in b ing, poke only of clywV TOU TPW7rLKOV) 7r6AAWVO~ (I. 144);
and if another riter ay, ~I yeraL Of KOLVn V7rO TWV Awpdwv d:ywv €JI
TpL07rLee,
vp.1JaL),) 7ro'AAWVL, IIo(TEL~wVL, it i the cholia t of Theophra tu "\ ho make.. . the . . tatement on the authority of 'i tide, who
lived i c nturies after Herodotu. By that time it may very well
h v become nece ary to a ociate Po eidon and the ymph in the
antiquated rite of pono, in order to o-ratif the inhabitant.... of other
citie, p cially the Ioni n , and thereby to attract a greater concour e of vi itor to the o-am ; which had, in some re p ct , the
nature and obj ct of modern fair. It will be percei ed that the
fact furni hed by the scholia t i of service to our inquir ; becau e
n1any of the Cnidian s als may belong to the ra in which ri tide
flouri hed.

A BOYAA KAI 0 ~AMOl:
AYPHAIAN EIPHNHN SyrATEPA MEN
NEII<A~A rYNAIKA ~E TOY nANTA
APIl:TOY MAP. AYP. EY~O:::OY ~Il:,
IEPEnl: ~IA BIOY TOY MErll: OY KAI E
4>ANEl:TATOY SEOY HAIOY KAI ~AMIOyprOY,
APETA BIOY KAI 1:n<l>POl:YNA
KEK01:MHME AN, nANHrYPIAPXHl:A~AN
4>IAOTEIMnl: KAI Enl<l>ANnl:, TAN TEIMAN
ANAl:TAl:ONTOl: EK TnN 1~lnN

146
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dedication, dating, perhaps far on,' in the period of
the Antonines, and in which the senate and people
award a statue, or other honorary mark, to "Aurelia
Irene, the daughter of Nicedas, and wife of the most
excellent Marcus Aurelius Eudoxus, (the son of
Eudoxus,) 147 Priest for life of the very great and
TOY AN~POl: AYTAl: KAS A TA
ynEl:XETO
SEOIl:.

nATPI~1

- ' Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor,' p. 226; also in Boeckh, C. 1. G.
2653.
Venus was the goddess chiefly worshipped at Cnidus in the time
of this inscription. Her famous statue by Praxiteles was there. Her
head is on the silver coins of the city. Irene perhaps occupied the
priesthood of Venus, necessarily an exalted dignity in that situation.
It is not named on the stone, as being superfluous ;-either because it
was still held by Irene, and so notorious; or rather because the
statue stood within the pronaos of the temple itself, or in the perfumed bowers of the T€/lfVOS described by' Lucian. The panegyries
over which Irene presided may have been quinquennial Aphrodisia;
like the Erotidia which were celebrated at Thespire every fifth year
(Athen. XIII. 561). A mutilated Cnidian inscription (' Tour in Asia
Minor,' 1. c.) has something about I'Vj.LVI,KOf> ul'wv 7rfVTUfTTJPuc6f>; but
the reference may be to the games of Apollo, the Nymphs, and
Poseidon.
Thus, then, the husband and the wife had filled the two highest
priesthoods of their native city: Eudoxus as eponymic priest of the
Sun in his ancient Triopian temple; Irene as priestess of Venus.
The former had also discharged the duties of chief civil magistrate
(Demiurgus), probably before he held the priesthood; but, at all
events, for a single year, or year by year.
The name Irenidas, which appears upon a Cnidian manubrium,
calls for notice, as possibly denoting descent from the priestess Irene,
who had merited, as we see, public honours. It is also obvious that
this Irenidas wa not Demiurgus; so that he must have been
hierarchal eponymus, like Eudoxus before him.
147 cc ALS' implies that Eudoxus bore the same name as his father."
ate to em. on Cnidus, p. 10.
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brilliant Sun, and Demiurgus." Of these t\"\70 offices,
held by a distinguished citizen, the priesthood of
Helius,-doubtless identical with that of Apollo in
Triopium,-is mentioned first as being the higher
dignity. What it was in Rhodes has been discussed,
and it has been found that it included the ritual presidency of the republic and the eponymic character.
The title Demiurgus evidently appertained to the
first civil magistrate, having the same functions as
the Prytanis at Rhodes; for it was borne by the
chief of the executive in some other Dorian cities,
particularly in those of the Achrean league. H8
Upon duplicate manubria of Cnidian pottery, found
at Alexandria, we read
Enl

~AMIOprOY KA[AAJEO~OT[OJY~1[OJNYl:IOY
KNI~ION;

and upon a third example,
enl

~AMIOyprOY eyreNOY eIPHNI~A;149

and they seem to warrant the inference, that whereever these seals exhibit two names, the first is
always the Demiurgus.
It remains, however, to discover what was the
rank of the second individual recorded by the
pigraphs: was he superior or inferior to the Demiurgus? was he a sacerdotal or a civil magistrate '?
Here the parergic types come in aid, and afford
some interesting indications.
A seal on which
148 "Damiurgis civitatum, qui summus e t magistratus, Philopremen (Prretor turn erat) Argos conventum edixit."-Liv. XXXVIII.
30. The .6.rJfLLOVPYOL seern to have been chief magistrates at Mantinea,
and perhaps at Elis, much earlier (Thucyd. v. 47).
149 The varying orthography of the word Demiurgus will be rcmarked. The s cond epigraph i by much the late t.
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Anaxander appears alone, shows the club as an
emblem, and it is equally present on three other seals
where his name stands second after those of as many
different magistrates. The club, therefore, is his
device. Cleombrotus, when alone, has the caduceus;
doubtless his emblem when placed in the same
po ~ition which Anaxander occupied when alone. But
V\ hen Cleombrotus stands first of two, his caduceus
is absent, and is replaced by the club, because the
name of Anaxander is last. Hence it seems to follow
that the parergic emblem belongs usually to the
magistrate named second of two; that where a name
appears singly, it is that of the officer who would
tand last, were t\VO names present; and that the
rank of the second was highest, since he was both
self-sufficient, and alone entitled to adopt the public
symbols. But it is ascertained that the first name is
as ignable to the Demiurgus, the head of the executive: the magistrate named after him cannot have
surpassed that rank, unless invested with a sacred
acerdotal dignity. In such case the hierarch must have
been eponymus; for, being himself without municipal
juri diction, his name upon the diotre could have
no possible object other than its customary use as a
date.
Here then we come incidentally upon another trace
which suggests that the parergic marks, so frequent
and 0 varied on Greek coins, are the official devices
of the annual eponymi in the cities where they were
truck.
The re ult, however, of the above compari on, a affecting offices unexpressed in the
nidian epigraph, is that they may be supplied
and r ad,-the simple thusEn [lE En ] A A-=A

~POY

K I InN;
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and the double,
Enl

[~AMIOyprOY] KAAAI~AMA

[IEPEnl:

~E]

ANA:::AN~POY KNI~lnN.150

One legend is anomalous, for the magistrates
appear to be placed in an inverse order. It runsEnl

~IONYl:IOY

NIKlnnOl:

KNI~ION;

so that it resembles the epigraphs on the coins of
Dyrrhachiulu and Apollonia, by having one of the
nan1es in the direct case. The first is the eponym, and
must necessarily belong to the hierarch, as the sense
cannot be "the priest icippus, under (i. e. in the
period of) the Demiurgus Dionysius," for the reason
just alleged, that the priest had no concern on the
municipal seals otherwise than as eponymus. Ther
is also a stamp, already cited, which shows this
Dionysius in the situation of priest, preceded indeed
by a different Demiurgus.
Upon cursory examination, the second word In
the epigraph
E[nl n]POArOPA AAK[AIO]Y

KNI~I[ON]

might be taken for a title of office, as it was at
Acragas, at Catana, and at Tyndaris in Sicily.lsl
But it is unlikely that those two designations, applying
as they did to the same powers and duties, were
150 Compare the N axian in cription in Boeckb, C. 1. 2416 b.
By
introducing the hierarchal dejgnation, many monetary legends might
be vivified into meaning. Of course there must exist some ground
for suppo ing the presence of a priest. Thus the epigraph on a coin
of Ephesu (temp. Aug.) might read

Enl rp[AMMATEnl:] ANTANdPOY [APXIEPEnI:
~E] AAE:::ANdPOY;
the exi tence of the hierarch in that city beino- atte_ted by otb r
pigraph .
151
ic. 11. ·V rr. IV. 23-39.
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co-existent in one place. It is true, that under the
emperors, the title of the chief offices varied occasionally in Asiatic cities; a fact which may be
perceived at a glance in the greater coinages, such
as those of Smyrna and Ephesus. Still there is no
proof that any such alteration took place at Cnidus,
or that Proagori ever existed there as magistrates;
whilst, on the contrary, the evidence that Demiurgi
were the chiefs of its executive is precise. There
is yet the further objection, that the Proagorus in
this case would be manifestly eponymus; ,vhilst fortythree Cnidian epigraphs, and the analogy of the
Rhodian constitution, by no means favour a belief
that the civil magistrate of the city ever had that
character inherently. We may therefore safely conclude that the ,vord is a proper name, composed, like
so many others, with dryopa. 152
Why upon seventeen lnanubria the name of a priest
of Helius appears unaccompanied, and wherefore that
of a Demiurgus is with it on the remainder, is not so
apparent. Certain it is that the eponymic priesthoods
suffered great mutations under the emperors. They
no longer continued to be strictly annual offices, as
they had been under the old democratic institutions.
Some priesthoods were venal. With the eponymic
dignities, conspicuous as they were, it was probably
otherwise. Still they must have been objects of great
ambition on the one hand, whilst on the other they
152 Ari tagoras, Cratagoras, Heragoras, Nicasagoras, Timagoras,
and Tisagora, all on the Rhodian pottery. Since the above
was written, I have noticed that the seal is so far injured as
to make it que tionable whether the name upon it is really Proaa-ora. The first letter is wanting, and the two next are very
indi tinct.
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entailed heavy disbursements; 153 the hierarch contributing with 1110re or less munificence to the splendour of the sacred pomps and periodical games over
which he presided. 154 Thence it would happen that
153 Arrian (in Epictet. I. 19) relates a conversation with a vain
person anxious to become eponymic flamen of Augustus at Nicopolis.
The advice given him is,-" Let the thing alone, man; you will
expend a vast deal for nothing." The other, alleging various inducen1ents, which are answered as they arise, urges,-" but the
scribes will record my name!"-that is, will insert it in all public
acts ;-" but I shall wear a golden (J"TE1Jallo~!" Arrian, it may be
remembered, lived in the period of M. Antoninus, and himself held a
high priesthood at Nicomedia.
154 This explains the mark of honour decreed to Irrne, and the
praise of generous splendour expressed by the Cnidian inscription.
The reward, as it seems, was then a statue. But the recompense,
long before, at Syracuse and at Catana, may have been somewhat
different. When a fixed weight of bullion was issued from the
treasury to the panegyriarch, for defraying the charges of the sacred
games, and it was understood that great additions would be made to
the public allowance from his own fortune, permission may have been
given him to strike a coin, or a set of coins, inscribed at times with
his name, and perhaps called after him. These were mOIluments
more widely obvious, and Inore durable than statues. Individual
pride and national emulation might stimulate, and opulence would
enable him to engage the artists of greatest eminence in his period.
To such causes may be owing the money of rarest beauty: the Syracusan decadrachms and the finest of the tetradrachms,-that, for
instance, with the head of Arethusa and the name KI MnN upon
her frontlet. Instead, then, of being ordinary signs of value, which
it is so difficult to credit, those miracles of numismatic art were also
medals, commemorative of Eleutheria or other great quinquennial
games, the resort of all Sicilians, and struck by the Amphipoli who
presided. Thence the reverses exhibit chariots in full career, a"nd
victories and prize-armour inscribed AS/\A. They may be dated
perhaps in the century between the taking of Rhegium by Dionysius,
387 B. C., and the death of Agathocles, 289 B. c. Indeed the oldest
might be very well limited to the period of prosperity and liberty
which followed the reforms of Timoleon, 343 B. c. The progress of
monetary ngraving, as an art, was not alwa 7S hy ,..low and pcr-
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the most wealthy and influential citizens were purposely chos n; and as such persons were few in cities
of secondary consequence, the pontificate came to be
conferred on the same repeatedly, or even for life. 155
Such a tenure of office often extended ove)' several
years, even if it commenced from the age of si ty, 156
and it gave birth to such repetitions as the name of
Alcreus on the coins of Dyrrhachium and of Anaxander on the Cnidian manubria. It happened too
occasionally, in late times, that the sacred and the
civil functions were united in the same individual.
That, hovvever, will not account in a satisfactory way
for the diversity of single and double names on the
pottery.157 It is easier to believe that the priest was
inscribed alone in his first year, and when he officiated
no longer; but that afterwards, the Demiurgus of the
year was named with him as a chronological distinction.
ceptible gradations. There is a wide step between the coinage of
Alexander and that of his first successors,-of Lysimachus, for
instance,-within an interval of thirty years, or little more.
In support of these suggestions, it may be added, that the Curule
1Ediles, who were panegyriarchs at Rome, were sometimes allowed
to strike money, and to inscribe it with their names.
155 On a coin of Tabre, struck under Geta, a magistrate is Prretor
and also High Priest for the second time:

enl CTP. AnO/\/\fiNIOY APX . B . TABHNfiN.
On another of Pergamus, coined under Commodus, we have a priest
for life:

enl AYP. KE/\ .... IEPEn1: ~IA BIOY TnN CEB .
nEPrAMHNfiN,
like Eudoxus at Cnidus, who was perhaps of nearly the same period.
156 Ante, p. 25.
157 In that diversity consist the peculiarity; for we see in the
h adings of the decree quoted (ante p. 22, 23), and in numerous
oth l' in criptions, that the name of the eponymus is followed by those
f the other chief magi trate , who did not participate in that quality.
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rhe Demiurgus Asclepiodorus occurs twice with different eponymi, because he served at different periods; a circumstance likely to occur in a small city
where most offices were annual. That the hierarchy
was so too, by its constitution, and became otherwise
only exceptionally, is evident from the expression o£a
j3Lov, as applied to Eudoxus, in the inscription of
Irene. It would be without object, had the priesthood been always held for life, or vested in a particular family.
Among the forty ..eight magistrates recorded by the
Cnidian manubria, two bear the title Demiurgus
expressed, and that appears to have been the office of
nineteen individuals in the whole list. The remaining
twenty-nine were more probably priests of the Sun in
the temple of Triopium and eponymi of Cnidus.
That Cnidus had with Egypt commercial relations
of importance is sufficiently evident. . rrhe chief exports were doubtless the olive oil of Caria; but, above
all, the excellent and salubrious wines for which the
neighbourhood, and all the coast, were renowned. 158
Athenffius, or rather Eubulus, from whom he quotes,
also praises Kv£oLa K€pd!1'£a, - meaning, as Casaubon
explains, such ordinary diotffi as those of which the
handles are before us. 159 To this intercourse with Egypt
may be partly attributed the opulence attested by the
architectural vestiges still observable on the site of the
Athen. I. p. 32. Strabo, XIV. p. 637.
l-Iis note may be worth producing: K€pap,La in Eubuli versu
non sunt vasa figulina. simpliciter, sed eorum species peculiari nomine
;ic dicta. Erant dolia minora certre mensurre, transferendo vino apta,
aut in usum orcarum ad salsamenta. Cnidia hrec ceramia, (amphoras
licet appelles; nam KEpa/-uov et dp,fiJOPEUS tantumdem capiebant,) laudat
Eubulus; non quamvis Cnidiam testam."-Athen. vol. vi. p. 211,
ed. Arg.
158

15!)
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ancient city .160 Neither is it to be forgotten that the
Pharos at Alexandria, erected for the safety of rnariners,
was the princely foundation of Sostratus, a native of
Cnidus, whose wealth was derived perhaps from that
commerce which his munificence served to render
more easy and secure. 161

CRETAN EPIGRAPHS.

Hierapytna. - ArIlong the nlanubria of Rhodian
shape was one differing from the rest in appearance
and in material; for the exterior was of a greenish
cast, whilst the fracture was coarse, and exhibited
n1inute particles of a porphyry - coloured stone. It
had besides burnt reddest around the circumference,
and lightest at the heart, which is precisely the reverse
of the Rhodian pottery. A further distinction, and
one which should be observed for future guidance,
consisted in the magistrate being named directly in
the nominative case, of which there is scarcely a
secure instance in the diotal inscriptions of Rhodes,
although it is general on the coins of the city. l"his
handle bears an epigraph, from which the three final
160 The religion of the place will account, in great part, for that
splendour.
161 The account given by Strabo (XVII. p. 791) is precise.
He
did not know, or he disregarded, the stories repeated afterwards by
Lucian and Pliny. But he gives the dedication itself, inscribed upon
the Pharos, and he by no means mentions Sostratus as an architect.
He indicates instead, that he held an elevated position in the court of
the first Ptolemies; even if the common meaning be assigned to
<pLAOS TWV (3ao-tAEwv. The phrase, however, really denotes a high
dignity of that period, which occurs both in history (ex. g'f. Diad.
Sic. XVIII. 43; XIX. 86) and in Greek papyri.
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letters have b en omitted. 162
~Till read
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On replacing them, it

1:n1:01: IAPAnYTN[lnN].

Consequently, the arnphora proceeded from the Cretan
city Hierapytna, of which coins and inscriptions are
in existence.
It would seem that, before the time of Augustus, it
,vas not usual to place the nalne of the city ethnically
upon the seals of the diotre: at least the Rhodian
pottery affords no example of that practice. Afterwards, it became prevalent, as the manubria ofCnidus,
and that just described, and some yet to come, sufficiently attest. 163 Among the latter, three additional
specimens may be assigned to Crete. They are inscribed with abbreviated legends; a mode of writing
adopted both by Greeks and Romans from early times;
and applied continually upon their money to the
names of places and of men. The first, in particular,
are sometimes indicated by a single character, as 1:
for 1:IKynNlnN; very frequently by two or three,
as ASE or ASH for ASHNAlnN; and occasionally
IG2 On the coins of the place, the name of the people is usually
written IEPA, IEPAny, or I EPAnYTNI.
163 To these examples must be added some manubria from Greek
cities on the coasts of the Euxine. One with the name of Sinope,
and another with that of Heraclea Pontica, are among thirteen
handles reported in the Corpus Inscrip. Grrec. (2085 a. n.) as having
been found about the Sarmatian Olbia. I observe that Professor
Boeckh, in giving the epigraphs stamped upon tiles at Corcyra, has
well conjectured that the proper names, even without the br/" are
those of eponymi; but that coming afterwards to similar names upon
these handles frOln Olbia, he supposes, in three instances, the
presence of figuli (" nomen figuli opinm'," &c.); so that the point
would seem, after all, to remain unsettled. The new Inonument
"viII probably remove that uncertainty.
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by a group of letters, like ~ on the money of
Arcadia. The first class and the third are strictly
n10nograms ; and they are so numerous upon
coins, fronl the time of Philip, the father of Alexander, onwards, that above 2500 are reported in
the catalogues of Mionnet. They may have been
found convenient, because they occupied little space:
they had grammatic value, and at the salne time
they were simple forms which the illiterate might
remember, and recognize almost as easily as the
figures of natural objects. That they were in great
favour with the Cretans, is clear from their presence
on the coinage of nearly every important place in
the island.
Polyrhenium. -- The first handle bears the usual
oblong cartouch, of which the writing is effaced;
but the traces show that it was a single word, doubtless the name of the eponymus. We must therefore
look for something different in 0 ,the nlonogram of
a small circular seal united to the right end of the
cartouch, and which may be read no. E . K. The
two first letters appear to indicate the name of the
people (nOA.Vp7JVU;'v) , placed apart in the little
scutcheon, instead of being inscribed on the field of
the main seal, as in those of Cnidus. The additional
letters may stand for 'E7T'apxta~ KP~T'1}~, or perhaps
'Ev Kp~Tr], like HPAKAEnTAN E.N nONTn, AnOAAONElnN EN InN lA, and similar legends on money.
Such a discriminative form was not suitable to
Cnidus, an eminent and independent city; but it
might be very proper for the second-rate town of a
Roman province.
G01·tyna.-Another handle has A ro; that is, AY.
ro., pel'hap for AYryovp€tvov rOpTvvtwV.
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that is, AY. K.,

AY ryoUpE/VOU KuowvldTav. 164

Of these interpretations, the two last are suggested
by Cretan coins. Several of Gortyna are inscribed
AyrOYPEINfi 165 rOPT., and the same nalne is found
upon others of Hierapytna and of Polyrhenium. 166
It therefore belonged to a Roman governor of the
province; and as some of those pieces bear the head
and nanle of Caligula, it is plain that they, together
with the two manubria, must date between the years
37 and 41 of our era.
Such indications, from monuments of different
classes, bring instruction. It is impossible to suppose that the name of Augurinus, as Proconsul of
Crete and Cyrene, was employed to vouch the gauge
of wine and oil jars. That was a municipal affair.
Nearly the same remark may be extended to the
money struck by the people of particular cities;
especially as the name of Augurinus, which figures
upon some such coins, is frequently replaced by
others of native magistrates. Thence it follows,
that in all these legends the Proconsul appears
as eponymus of the respective places; in which
capacity his nanle legalizes the standards, according
to the custom already ascertained at Rhodes. 167 This
is even perceptible on attentively considering the
epigraphs themselves,-compendious expressions of a
164 AN for fiN, a Doric form used on the coins of the place.
The K designates Cydonia without ambiguity; for Cnossus is written
with a r on the few coins minted there under the emperors.
165 Dor. n for OY.
The Augurini were a family of the gen
Minucia.
166 Mionnet, 11. 282.
Sup. IV. 321.
167 Ante, p. 55.
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sense which can rarely have been doubtful to the
ancients. That, for instance, of the Gortynian coin
just cited may be readily understood [Enl KOl:MOY16]
AyrOYPEINOY rOPT[YNlfiN].

As the emperors, in whom the proconsular dignity .
was inherent, filled from time to time the consulate at
Rome, so they occasionally accepted the eponymic
magistracy of other cities. Instances of this may not
have been very frequent; but coins exhibit Augustus,
Tiberius, Caligula, and Nero,169 as Duumvirs in the
Roman colonies of Spain; Trajan and Caracalla as
eponymi of Byzantium,170 the fornler even a second
and a third tirne; and Hadrian discharged the chief
office in many cities. 171 A similar custom, of which
the examples are before us, ext nded more or less
to the provinces. The Roman authorities sent into
them, with various rank, were sometimes complimented by the great towns with their annual eponymy. This may have been held in different places
168 The chief magistrates in Cretan cities were called K60"flOt. 'They
. were ten, and are likened to the ephors at Sparta; so that the first
of them was probably eponymus.
169 Also Juba 11., King of N umidia.
170 It deserves inquiry, whether this distinguished eponymy at
Byzantium was not still the office of Hieromnemon, as in the time of
Demosthenes (pro Coron. 222), and a century later (Polyb. IV. 52).
The APX. upon its coins might stand for the interchangeable expression APXI EPEnl:, instead of marking the Archonship. It is
again expre~sed distinctly on coins of the city struck as late as the
time of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus (Mionnet, Sup. lI. 249,
251).
171 "In Hetruria prreturam Imperator egit.
Per Latina oppida
dictator, et redilis, et duumvir fuit. Apud Neapolim demarchus; in
patria sua quinquennalis: et item Adrire quinquennalis, quasi in alia
patria; et Athenis archon fuit. In omnibus pene urbibus, et aliquid
redificavit, et ludos edidit."-Spart. v. Hadr. 19.
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at one time, and repeatedly in the same place; nor
is it impossible that where the office ,vas peculiarly
illustrious, it may have been always filled by the
governor, jure officii, as representative of the supreme
power. 172
As respects the comnlerce of Crete with Egypt, we
may be sure that the chief articles imported to Alexandria were the sweet wines of the island; but far
more its olive oil, of which the main supply continues
to be dra\vn from thence. Thus, in 1845, the quantity received from Candia was 419 tuns, against about
40 tuns entered from Mitylene and elsewhere.
EPIGRAPHS OF CYPRUS

(?),

CHIOS, AND SYRIA.

Salamis?-Considering that Cyprus was in the possession of the Lagidre, with brief interruptions, until
the dynasty expired, and that its copper, oil, wine, and
wood were indispensable to supply the wants of Egypt,
an active intercourse must have subsisted between
the countries. It is not then unlikely that the epigraph SAL., not impressed upon a handle, but upon
the lips of a vase, nlay have proceeded from Salamis.
It belongs to a low "Roman period, ,vhen the city was
the metropolis of the island. It may here be noticed
generally, that upon these diotal stamps, as upon
money, the presence of three or four letters by themselves almost invariably marks an ethnical narne,
rather than that of an individual. PAR. or LOND.
are abbreviations easy of comprehension; but the
same number of characters from the names of the
172 Perhaps that may have been the case at Antioch of Syria, a
sacred city and asylum. The worship of ApolIo was dominant there,
and his priest was probably eponymus.
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annual magistrates of Paris or of London would b
intelligible to very few persons.
Chios.-One of the manubria, seemingly of a late
time, offers the letters 1:XI. Those initials do not
apply with the requisite probability to any name of
a people but one, and the reading may be 1:XI [fiN]
for XlfiN. The X being really an aspirated K,
wherever that aspiration was feeble or was neglected,
it became natural enough to prefix a 1:. The name,
then, is written upon the handle as it was pronounced
at the time and in the place; and that such was
indeed the pronunciation, is confirmed by the rDodern
name of the island, Scio.
Apamea. - The monogram
,not very V\ ell
written, is upon a handle of Roman tin1es. It
reads An .e. The~, which is smaller, and attached
to the shoulder of the n, is subsidiary. These
initials will not apply to any city with which
Alexandria is likely to have been in connection,
except Apamea. Of the towns so named, that of
Bithynia was a Roman colony, and its seals were of
course inscribed in Latin, as are its c~ins. Apamea
of Phrygia was far in the interior of Asia Minor,
towards the sources of the Mc£ander. 1-'he stamp
is therefore from Apamea of Syria, one of the
,vealthy cities of Seleucis.
That entire district
overflowed with oil and wine, which were objects
of export; 173 but the richest tract lay between
Laodicea, the port of shipment, and Apamea: there
the trade with Egypt centered. Strabo says,-" Then
fo11o\vs Laodicea by the sea-side, a handsomely built
city \vith a good port; having a territory abounding
173 According to a rhetor of the time of Theodo8ius 1., quoted by
IVlorell, in a not t~ Strabo, p. 1087, ed. Amst. 1707.
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in wine, besides being otherwise productive. It
supplies the greater part of the wine to the Alexandrians, the mountain above the city being covered
with vines ahnost to its summits. The heights,
however, are distant from Laodicea, receding from
it gently, and little by little; but they tower abruptly,
right over Apamea."174 The monogram may represent AnAMen.N e:::OYl:IAl:. The second word
would certainly be singular in manubrial legends;
but it is also extremely unusual on Greek coins; and
yet those of the neighbouring Antioch, chief city
of the tetrapolis, have continually ~HMAPX[IKHl:J
E:::OYl:IAl:, the last word often shortened to E:::.

CORINTHIAN EPIGRAPHS.

There is a slllall but very curious class of manubria, of which I gathered, at Alexandria, nine legible
specimens, one of them being a duplicate. They
are curved cylinders, of about six inches in length
when entire, and of one inch in uniform thickness.
':rheir clay is tolerably fine, its colour generally pale.
Their legends are stamped along them to the length
of three or four inches, in large inelegant letters.
They· appear to belong to a tinle of transition, and
to have proceeded fronl a Dorian city which, at
~rst sight, might be supposed to have had a mixed
population, Greek and Latin. Some names are of
- the one race, some of the other: of the former are
Darnas,
Gorgias,

Archias,
Cephalon,

among which the second is written In Greek cha174

Strabo,

XVI.

751.
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racters, reversed from right to left; the others In
Roman letters. The Latin names are
Caninius.
Visellius.

There is no appearance whatever that the persons
commemorated by these epigraphs were other than
magistrates, and in all probability eponymi. Figuli
are not perhaps to be recognized on the handles of
ordinary pointed anlphorre at any period or in any
locality; 175 a remark which applies even to Italy; for
the diotre with stamped handles which have been
found there are few, and there is reason to suppose
that most of them came from Greek cities. 176 The
taste for foreign wines had been introduced at Rome
during the last half century of the republic, and
it had spread rapidly and widely; so that we
might expect to encounter some of the vessels
in which it was imported, particularly as they were
175 A contrary opinion, as already stated, has been entertained
even by the best authorities; but it is so obviously disproved by
the new monuments, that the topic need not be urged further.
176 Agincourt (' Recueil de Fragments,' PI. XIX.) produces the engraving of a diota which has the legend MATVRI upon one handle.
It was discovered at Rome, in an ancient cellar, along with many
others of ruder form. Its own elegance shows it to be Greek.
Maturius, besides, is the Romanized version of a known name,
MaTvpos-, ( ionnet, Sup. VI. 116.) It was borne by the Duumvir of
some Roman colony; and the epigraph stands for sub MATVRIO.
Hardly any of the amphorre, so numerous in Italian collections and
at Pompeii, are inscribed. Usually, too, the ware is coarse, and the
forms are ungraceful. They are also smaller than the Greek vessels;
the difference corresponding perhaps with that of the Greek and
Roman amphorre, a measures of capacity. It wa a two to one;
the former containing about nine, the other about . . ix imperial
allon",.
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in request with the Romans for keeping their own
wines. 177
1"'he epigraph No. 338 offers, in the name Caninius, the clue which conducts to the true origin
of the series of nlanubria to which it belongs. A
family bearing that name was undoubtedly established
at Corinth when a Roman colony, and some of its
members became Duumvirs of the place, consequently
eponymi; for the Duunlvirs in the colonies were
what the Consuls were at Rome.
Corinth was restored and re-peopled by Julius
Cmsar, B. c. 44 ;17 8 that is, at the very close of his life.
Within five-and-twenty years after, Strabo visited
the city, and examined every object worthy of attention. 179 He must then have held intercourse with
nlany of the first settlers; so that his infornlation,
177

" Vile potabis modicis Sabinum
Cantharis, Grreca quod ego ipse testa
Conditum levi."
Hor. I. Carm. xx. l.
Perhaps no one of the glosses on these lines is entirely satisfactory.
That of Mitscherlich seems to be the best; but the opinion that there
is here an allusion to the noble painted pottery of Etruria and Campania is not happy; for it had disappeared from use long before
Horace wrote, and it never at any time was employed for storing
wine, any more than painted porcelain is now. Neither was it the
shape of the jar which recommended it to Horace; but rather the
circumstance of its having contained a generous liquor. Pliny
(H. N. XIV. 27) shows the opinion which prevailed of the extreme
susceptibility of wine to imbibe good or bad flavours; not by admixture merely or contact, but even by proximity. The poet himself
says elsewhere" Quo semel est imbuta recens, servabit odorem
Testa diu."
1 Ep. 11. 69.
And the cadus, which had contained Chian wine, might be supposed
to impart some portion of it violet perfume to the homely Sabine
\intage.
170 VIII. 379.
17 Dion Ca... s. XLIII. 50. .
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always of weight, is here entirely conclusive as to
the political condition of the colony.
He states
that, after the town had long remained desert, it
,vas renewed by Cc£sar on account of the convenience of the situation; and that the persons he
sent thither to dwell were, for the most part, the
issue of freedmen. 18o Dion Cassius did not write until
two centuries and a half later; but he had older
authorities in his hands, and there may chance to be
something n10re than a rhetorical flourish in his
assertion that the design of Cc£sar was to honour
the indigenous families, and to revive the memory
of the old population. From the two accounts it
may be inferre~ that the settlers were the descendants
of the Achc£an prisoners of war, \\7ho, about a century before, had been sold as slaves after the vi<?tories of Q. Metellus 181 and of L. Mumn1ius. 182 As
usual in such establishments, their numbers might
be swelled by the Greeks found on the spot, and
by others collected from the surrounding country.
Together they would form a colony, having the ordinary status of peregrini dediticii, which must have
been that of most people in the province. It cannot, at all events, be assumed that such a community
started with any -extraordinary privilege; or was
viewed otherwise than as that which it really was,
a colonia libertinorum.
Small brass coins of this Roman colony are abun180 IIoAvv ~€ xp6vov EprJl.I.'Y} fulvaCTa ~ K6pLVBoS', aVEA~~B'Y} 7raALV {nro

KalCTapoS' TOU BEOU ~La T~V E1J~vtav, €rro{KovS' 7rE,.,.tavTor TOU a1TEA€VBEpLKOU
'YEVOVS' 1TA€lCTTOVS'.-VIII. 381.

Pausan. VII. 15.
"Creterum Mummius Corinthios omnes, et ex servis quos
Direus armaverat, quotquot superstites prrelio erant, sub corona
vendidit."-Liv. LIl. 17.
181

182

7
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dant: they bear a great variety of types; frequently
with the names of two Duumvirs, down to the tinle of
Caligula inclusively; after which there is seldom more
than one magistrate, and he too ceases to appear from
the reign of Otho. Imperial heads and titles occur
from J. Ccesar to Gordian. The epigraphs on this
money are invariably Latin, and in Roman characters,
as they were in all the colonies. The names of Duumvirs are also Roman in most instances, although there
are a few cognomina, such as Hipparchus and Polycenus, which are Greek names, altered merely in the
termination. It should, however, be observed that
-as historical documents, these, and all colonial coins
. of the kind, are apt to mislead. It is highly improbable that the Corinthian settlement, in its first period,
had in any degree the liberty of minting, which in
those days ,vas one of great magnitude. Patrce,
founded by Augustus, inhabited by many of the troops
who had won for him the battle of Actium, and, above
all, the only free town in Achaia,183 had not that privilege until some time-possibly a long time-after its
establishment. A coin, which it then made the monument of its gratitude, manifests the consequence attached to the boon by the legend with a votive turnINDVLGENTIAE. AVG. MONETA. IMPETRATA. 184 Whoever will take the pains to analyze the colonial coins
of Corinth, may satisfy himself that the pieces which
bear the heads and names of J. Ccesar, of Augustus, of Livia, and of their contemporaries, nlust
.date after their times; for they are often accompanied
by the heads and names of later emperors. They were
struck in commemoration,-a practice which prevailed
183

Pausan.

VII.

18.

184

Eckhel, D. N. V.

II.

257;

IV.

497.
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more or less at all periods, including the era of the
. republic. There were indeed religious as well as official
motives for figuring J. C~sar, Augustus, and Livia.
They had been deified, and they were founders of the
dynasty. In the time of Caligula, and in the two
reigns which followed, this commemoration was extended to nearly every member of the imperial house,
living or dead; and it even comprised Antony the
Triumvir, from whom Caligula, Claudius, and Nero
,vere descended by the female line. When adopted
by the prince upon money struck at Rome, it was
natural that it should be imitated and exaggerated by
the zeal or adulation of the authorities in a Greek city.
Thus the colleagues A. Vatronius Labeo and L. Rutilius
Plancus have on some coins the head of Caligula, on
some that of Tiberius, on others of Augustus; 185 and
it is not credible that they had filled together the same
annual office in the three reigns. P. Vipsanius Agrippa
might very well be assigned to the period of Augustus,
whose head and name are upon some of his pieces,
were it not that the head and name of Caligula are
upon the rest. 186 The heads and titles of Drusus,
Tiberius, Agrippa the younger, and Augustus,187 were
used by the colleagues C. Heius Pollio and C. Mussidius Priscus. Those of Otho, Nero, and Claudius 188
were adopted in his year by T. Claudius Optatus.
The early DuuIIlvirs of the colony, who had as yet
no right to strike money, had, however, the ordinary
municipal right of legalizing the capacity of the amphor~ in which wine, oil, honey, and other articles
185
1 6

187
18

Mionnet, 11. 174. Idem. Sup. IV. 57.
Id. 11. 172; Sup. IV. 63.
Id. Sup. IV. 62; 11. 174, 173, 172.
Id. 11.177,176,175.
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were exported from Cenchreoo and Lechreuln, by
stamping the handles with their names. These we
find at first Greek, and generally such as were likely
to occur at Corinth. At first, too, these Greek narnes
are in Greek characters, with the affectations of archaism which were so much loved, and they are in the
genitive case, with the J7T"t understood (~OlAuJl\A.3)1).
Then carne Greek names written in Latin characters,
but still declined (EAA1JVl-KWS in the genitive, with a
Doric termination (ARCIEIA : GORGIA); or they wrote
then1 still with Latin letters, and in the direct case
(DAMAS).

An epigraph of the same period, and extremely
curious, because clothed in Roman archaisms, is No.
337,-RVMAS. The assumption of U for 0, which is
said to have been habitual to the Etruscans and the
U mbrians, has prevailed in Italy, more or less widely,
at all periods,189 and still subsists in some living dialects, as for instance in the Sicilian. Throughout the
East, it has constantly adhered to the individual name
Roma,-Rum or Roum,-and its derivatives. In fact,
too, Roma was always understood to be a foreign word,
the Latin name of the city being religiously concealed,
that it might not be imprecated by enemies, and the
tutelary gods evoked. 190 The Tiber, in reIIlote tiffi€s,
was termed Rumon; and, according to an opinion
which Servius appears to prefer, the Ficus Ruminalis
189 "0, aliquot Italire civitates non habebant, sed loco ejus ponebant
U, et maxime Umbri et Thusci." (Priscian. lib. I. ape Grammat. Lat.
auct. p. 553, ed. Han. 1605.) "Apud nos quoque antiqui ostendunt,
quia reque confusas 0 et u literas habuere; nam Consol scribebant per
0, cum legeretur per u Consul.
Unde in multis etiam nominibus
varire sunt scripturre, ut fontes funtes, frondes frundes." (Velills
Longus de Ortlwg. ibid. p. 2216.)-Quintil. I. 4.
190 Macrob. Ill. 9.
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received from thence its appellation. i91 That the old
Tyrrhenian burgh 192 upon the Palatine should have been
caUed Ruma from the same source, is a still more
cogent probability, although it is not noticed by the
scholiast; so that the true order of these etymologies
may possibly be, that the burgh took its name from
the river, and the traditionary fig-tree from the burgh.
The name Rumas upon the seal, in ordinary orthography Rornas, had certainly been given originally to
a servus publicus on his manumission. vVhen Artena,
a stronghold of the Volsci, was captured through the
assistance of a slave, he was rewarded with freedom.
and property, and named Servius Romanus. 193 Varro,
too, observes, that the liberti of corporations and of
temples were frequently called frorn the locality, as
Reatinus from Reate; Romanus from Roma; and he
seems to intimate that this, which was the older
habit, fell into disuse when it became common for
such persons to take their names from th e magistrates
,yho freed them. 194 Incidentally he informs us in a
clause of the same passage, that Lcenas, Sufenas,
Carinas, Meccenas, and Urbinas are names derived
from places; and as everyone of them bears the
terrnination in AS, it would appear to have been often,
affixed primitively to the whole class, whatever the
modes by which they were acquired. What serves
very much to explain and corroborate this indication
of Varro, is the antiquated disposition of the Latin to
form its genitive of the first declension in as, instead
191
192
193

Serv. ad Virgo ..:'En. VIII. 63 and 90.
Dionys. I. 29.
In the year B. C. 401.-Liv. IV. 61.

194 De Lingua Lat. VII. p. 124, Bipont. Unfortunately the passage
is very confused and also corrupt.
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of in re, 195 of which the traces remain in SOlne compound words, as pater-familias. r.fhus Roma made in
the possessive Romas,-' of Rome,'- which was at
once commuted into the nominative of a noun masculine, equivalent to Romanus.
The condition of the servi publici must have been
higher than that of ordinary servitude: attached to
the chief officers of govertlment as secretaries, collectors, surveyors, overseers, or ordinary attendants,
they became intrusted with a great range of important
duties, which implied trust rather than authority.
It is therefore likely, that the manumission of the
meritorious always brought with it something more
than the common distinctions attending the act as
executed by private persons. The latter, on freeing
a favourite slave, generally permitted him to assume
their prrenomen and nomen gentilicium,196 whilst he
retained his previous name as a cognomen. Precisely the same thing occurred where strangers obtained citizenship by the influence ·of public men.
These, however, were matters of observance rather
than real changes of designation; because practically
a person "vas known by his cognomen, or by his
prrenomen and cognon1en together; and compara195 "Primce declinationis genitivum, etiam in as, more Grrecorum,
solebant antiquissimi terminare: ut Terras pro Terrce,- Latonas pro
Latonce."-Priscian. lib. VI. p. 679.
196 Or if two friends had interested themselves in the matter, the
liber/us received his prrenomen from one, and his nomen from the
other. Thus Cicero writes to Atticus: "De Eutycbide gratum, qui
vetere prcenomine, novo nomine T. erit Ccecilius; ut est ex me et ex te
junctus Dionysius, M. Pomponius."-IV. 15. So that Eutychides
had his prcenomen from his master Atticus, his nomen (Ccecilius)
from his master's friend Metellus; whilst Dionysius had received his
prcenomen frOln Cicero, and his nomen from Atticus.
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tively few made ordinary use of the gentile name;
so that a libertus ,vas still Tiro or Laurea, Eutychides or Dionysius. Such at least was the case in
the time of Cicero; and even those Romans who
"vere then almost absolute in the republic, seldom
departed from the usage in bestowing manumission.
Of this there is a proof in Corinth itself. One of
the Duumvirs named upon its coins is M. Antonius
Hipparchus; and there can be no question that he
sprang from the Hipparchus mentioned by Plutarch
as the freedman who, although he had greater influence than any with Antony, ,vas the first to desert
his fortunes; after which treachery he fixed his residence at Corinth. 197 The historian adds, that he was
the son of Theophilus, the steward of the Triumvir
in the same city; who also, in all probability, was
called Marcus Antonius.
So long as Augustus lived, he opposed all innovations calculated to disturb the distinctions between
native Rornans and foreigners ;198 and none but strong
197 Plut. Anton. 68.
Eckhel (D. N. V. H. 243) considers that the
Duumvir is the same person; but he may rather have been his son,
or even grandson. The heads of Caius and Lucius are upon his
coins; and supposing them to be synchronous with those princes,
which is questionable, they still could not well date earlier than B. c.
2 to A. D. 4; that is, some thirty years after the events noticed by
Plutarch. The coins, of whatever date they may be, teach us the
pr::enomen and nomen of the historical Hipparchus, and they are
exactly those which might have been anticipated.
198 "Magni existimans sincerum, atque ab omni colluvione peregrini
ac servilis sanguinis, incorruptum servare populum; et civitatem
Romanam parcissime dedit, et manumittendi modum terminavit.
Tiberio, pro cliente Grleco petenti, rescripsit: ' Non aliter se
daturum, quam si prresens sibi persuasisset quam justas petendi
causas haberet.' Et Livire, pro quodam tributario Galla roganti,
civitatem negavit, immunitatem obtulit."-Sueton. Aug. 40.
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motives relaxed his tenacity in individual exceptions.
One of them is perhaps announced by the name
Caninius on the seal No. 338. It belonged properly to a Roman gens, of which several members
held high offices in the state, towards the close of
the republic and under the first emperors.
The
families it is known to have comprised are, the Galli,
Ribeli, Reguli, and Labeones; but the cognomen of
that established at Corinth was none of these. Coins
are reported which have the name of P. Caninius
Agrippa IIvir, along with the head of Tiberius. 199
Others are inscribed L. Caninius Agrippa IIvir,
and have sometimes the head and name of Nero,200
but far oftener those of Galba. 201 To conceive that
the persons thus designated were of Roman stock,
would be plausible enough, but certainly erroneous;
for a coincidence, in many ways ren1arkable, assures
us that they were peregrini, whilst it fixes distinctly
the date of their changing that status for Roman
citizenship. The Fasti Consulares show that A. u. c.
717 (B. c. 37), the Consuls were M. Agrippa and
L. Caninius Gallus; so that the first of the Corinthian Caninii received his prcenomen 202 and nomen
from one consul, perhaps from him who had the
fasces, and consequently precedence in that month;
an d his cognomen he took froIlI the other consul.
It is difficult to account for a mode of naming then
so unusual, otherwise than by supposing that it arose
109 Mionnet, Sup. IV. 61, 62; marked, however, as resting on the
authority of Sestini. With coins so small, and rarely well preserved,
it is easy to mistake a head where the emperor's name is not added.
They are not in the cabinet of the British Museum.
200 Mionnet, H. 176.
201 Idem II. 177; Sup. IV. 74, 75.
_ 202 Lucius was a favourite prrenomen of the Caninii at Rome.
Besides the Consul of B. c. 37, another held the same office in B. c. 2.
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out of political interests of the moment. Achaia was,
at that period, in the possession of Antony, to whose
share had fallen all the provinces east of Scodra on
the Adriatic. 'The spring of the year A. U. c. 717 is
exact!y the date of his arrival at Tarentum froln
Greece with three hundred vessels, and of a temporary reconciliation with Octavianus.
Explanatory
messages prepared the way for that adjustment of
their pretensions.
There was an interchange of
military and naval assistance; and the term of the
triumvirate, already expired, was renewed for five
years. 203 At the same time, their daughters were
betrothed; Antonia to Ahenobarbus, Julia to AntylIus the son of Antony.204 Throughout the civil wars,
Greek freedmen were intrusted by all the leaders with
their communications to each other, and often with
the lllOSt important negotiations. Examples occur
numerously in the narratives of Appian and Dion Cassius. Still these persons, with all their necessary
consequence, either were not Roman citizens, or they
were so \vith a limited franchise. They cannot have
had the suffragium et honores, \vhich conferred participation in the sovereign power by the right of
election and the capacity to hold magistracy. Thus
Menodorus, the admiral of Sextus Pompeius, when
he betrayed Sardinia and Corsica to Octavianus, was
first made ingenuus from being libertinus, 205 and was
then left in charge of the squadron he had brought
over, subject, however, to the chief command of CalVISIUS.

Fron1 all this it may be inferred, that the first of
the Caninii settled at Corinth was a freedman, or
203

205

Appian. Bell. Civ. v. 93, 95.
204 Dion Cass.
'EA€v8fPOf f~ cl7rfAWBe'pov.-App. Bell. Civ. v. 80.
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possibly a Greek ingenuus in the confidence of
Antony; and that he obtained Roman citizenship in
a complimentary form, either at the desire of his
patron, or as the reward of services rendered to both
sides in the negotiations. What the specific distinction amounted to in his case is, perhaps, distinguishable in the concession made to him of a Roman
cognomen, hich, by custom or institution, appears
then to have accompanied the jus annuli aurei. The
jus annuli itself implied admission to the equestrian
order; 206 for, as late as the ninth year of Tiberius
CA. D. 23), a law was passed restricting the golden ring
to ingenui having the minimum census of 400 sestertia, 207 which was precisely that of an eques.Whether this Caninius became subsequently Duumvir in his city, so that our manubrial seal might be
his, is uncertain; for it may belong to any date between B. c. 37 and A. D. 69. Still the absence of a
prrenomen, never wanting on the coins, leads to the
belief that it is of an early period; and the form
of its letters is that of the old epigraphs already
described. The same ren1ark applies, in all respects,
to the seal
o. 339, which is of much the same
period, and inscribed with the nan1e Visellius. That
too may have been an equestrian family at Corinth;
and the name had, of course, been adopted from
some influential person of the gens Visellia.
At
what time this occurred is doubtful; for we have
206 One of the three persons, to whose influence Galba was accused
of subjecting himself, was the libertus IceIus, pauIo ante annulis
aureis et Martiani cognomine ornatus, ac jam summi equestris gradus
candidatus."-Sueton. Galb. 14.
207 Plin. H. N. XXXIII. 8.
This census was about £ 3125, supposing the sestertium to have been then equal to £ 7. 16 . 3d.
(C
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no means of tracing it either to C. Visellius Varro,
Consul A. D. 2, in the reign of Augustus; or to L.
Visellius Varro, Consul A. D. 24, under Tiberius.
Thus far, the seals reviewed are assignable to Duumvirs who seem to have lived in the early period of the
Corinthian colony. At length, something evidently
happened, which placed the community higher in the
social scale of the empire. The circumstance is marked
by the disappearance of Greek names from the official
epigraphs, and the substitution of Rornan names, with
the cognomina duly expressed. There are two events,
either of which, or both of them together, may have
produced this change. At the division of the provinces, under Augustus, Achaia had fallen to the
senate and people; but on the accession of Tiberius
CA. D. ] 5), its complaints of intolerable burdens caused
it to be transferred to what was deemed the milder
administration of the Ccesar; 208 and it is very possible
that he then accorded the Latinitas to the city as an
inaugural favour. The other event was the enactment
of the Lex Junia Norbana, which must have passed
A. D. 19; for it was evidently designated, like some
others, from the gentile names of the two Consuls,
who, in that year, were M. Junius Silanus and L.
Norbanus Balbus. The law, among its other arrangements, conferred on the genus libertinorum, and of
course on any colony ,vhich chanced to have that
origin, the full privileges of Latini ColonaTii; 209 one of
208 Tacit. Ann. I. 76.
The measure was applied, at the same time
and for the same reasons, to Macedonia. Both provinces were added
to the jurisdiction of Poppreus Sabinus, Proprc.etor of Mresia.Loc. cit. 80.
209 Or Coloniarii.
They then became the Latini J uniani of the
Digest: "Libertorum genera sunt tria, Cives Romani, Latini Juniani,
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them being, that whoever was elected to the magistracy, obtained thereby the condition of a Rornan
civis. 210 By whichever of the t\l 0 means Corinth
acquired Latinitas; the assumption of Roman names
beca.rne thenceforward necessary to the authorities
whorn it habilitated. Two centuries later, the same
change was placed at the option of the multitude,
when Caracalla granted the civitas to every subject
people.
As the one period of the Corinthian colony elubrace
the fifty-eight years from B. c. 44 to A. D. 15, so the
other may be taken to include the fifty-five year from
A. D. 15 to A. D. 69.
To the second interval may be
attributed all the duumviral coins; the faculty of
minting having been conc~ded, perhaps late, in the
reign of Tiberius, and merely as an honorary privilege
limited to the slnallest modules of brass money. The
only one of the manubrial epigraphs, which a more
modern mode of writing, and the presence of a prrenomen, point out as belonging to the same period,
contains a Greek proper name Rornanized. It reads,
M . EXSO I, that is, M. Exonio; 211 for the terminal
letter, very commonly omitted in the names of colonial
coins, is, ho,vever, often exp~e sed; and it then shows
Dedititiorum numero." - Ulpian. Fragm. tit. I. § 5. But although
individuals might acquire the civitas, with a franchi e more or less
complete, it is unlikely that it was ever yielded to any corporation of
libertini. They would be constitutionally Latini, if privileged;
dediticii, if not. In common parlance both w"ere peregrini.
210 Asconius, in Orat. Cic. contra Pison. p. 156, ed. Lugd.1644;
and compare Madvig, de Jure et Condic. Colon. Opusc. pp. 276,
277, 283, 284.
211
The ransomed," from l~())v/ofLaL? L. Arrius Peregrinus, the
nalne of a Duumvir on Corinthian coins (Mionnet, 11. 173), also indicates the civil condi60n of the colonist, when it was fir t adopted.
H
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that all are intended to stand in the a"blative case,
being in fact governed by the preposition sub understo~d, just as the Greek epigraphs are governed in the
genitive by €7rt. It is certainly curious that even in
this, the latest of the Corinthian seals, the whim of
archaism continues to be manifested. Here it consists
in the duplication XS, like SAXSVM in the ton1b of
the Scipios. The form seems to have been affected
by the gens £milia, ALEXSANDREA appearing on a
commemorative coin of the Lepidi, and PAXS on the
money of L. Buca, in the time of Cresar; but it was
by no means confined to them, and a century later
PAXS occurs still upon a coin of Galba. 212

EPIGRAPHS OF THE PROPONTIS.

That the ancient commerce of Alexandria should
have connected itself with the towns on the Propontis
and its dependent straits, is very intelligible. Wine,
which was plentiful and good on the Asiatic shore,
was, no doubt, sought there; but the riches and consequence of aU those places depended mainly on their
fisheries. 213 They were to the Greeks what Newfoundland is to us. Nowhere else was fish more
abundant, nowhere so excellent. 214 The smaller kinds
entire, and the larger kinds carved into lumps, with
salt strewed between the layers, they were packed in
amphorre, 215 or in larger vessels (7rtBQ£-),. and so ex212
213

Eckhel, D. N. V. v. 75; VI. 123.
Enumerating the staple exports of different places, Hermippus

has
'EK ~'

(EAA1]<T1roVTOV

<TKOJ-L(3pov~ Kat 1raVTa TaplX1]'

ape Athen. I. p. 27.
Athen. Ill. p. 116.
~l~ These vessels were certainly used to contain the large and

214
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ported. In Egypt and in Greece, as in the temperate
climates generally, very little animal food is consumed,
even by the ,vealthy. Athen(£us devotes to it but a
minute portion of his deipnological compilation; but
two books, and many detached passages, relate to fish.
It is the engrossing theme of a writer whom he quotes
continually, Archestratus, who, after travelling· every
where in search of d~inties, recorded his experience in
a gastronomical poem. 216 But fish at. Alexandria is
none of the best, and it is expensive, because the supply
is scanty. That again obtained from the Lake Menzaleh, and sold salted to the common people, bears no
b.etter repute now than it did anciently. 217 Hence the
demand for this article, from abroad, must always have
been considerable in Egypt. Sorne of the finer qualities from the Propontis may even have ranked as high
among objects of luxury as 'thon-marine' does now;
for the TaptXOs (the Italian ' salume '), along with shellfish, olives, white beet-root, radishes, &c., frequently
formed an introductory course to well-served dinners,218 as they do still at Naples and elsewhere.
Lysimachia.-The seal No. 341 is on a short curved
handle, wide and substantial: it must have belonged
to a 7rtOos, or other bulky jar, rather than to an amphora. The legend
is for /\YCIMAXlnN, and
belonged to ·the city ~ on the Thracian side of the
Hellespont: the coins of the place often bear those
four letters.
Cyzicus?-The epigraph No. 342 reads EY. KY.,

1/\ YI

delicate fish, as well as smaller sorts; for Archestratus commends
new tunny, lightly salted in a new amphora.-Loc. cit. p. 117.
216 Lac. cit. p. 116.
217 Lac. cit. p. 118.
218 Lac. cit. p. 120.
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and pos ibly represents EYTYXECTATOC KYZIKHNfiN, the legend on a brass coin of the time of
IIadrian. 219 The diotal stamp is slovenly enough to
be of qlat low period.
Pariurn.-The interesting. seal No. 343 is inscribed
p . \£ \£ I . P A~ l, 220 that is, P. Vellei Pari, the R
differing slightly from a Greek P. Replacing the
terminal letters, omitted here, in the ~Tay already explained, and completing the expression of the epigraph,
it ill read sub P. Velleio 11viro Colonire Parianre. 221
Parium was a commodious port, situated in· a vinegro~Ting country, \vhich stretched beyond Priapus to
the east and Lam psacus to the we t. 222 It was also
falllou for its fishery of the colias, an esteemed variety
of the tunny. 223 These circumstances, united, account
for its intercourse \vith ·Egypt.
The name of the Duumvir P. Velleius merits observation, for it appears to influence the unsettled qu.estion
wheth r the pr nornen of the historian Velleius Paterulus , as Caius or Publius. 224 The solitary and muti:219
iionnet, up. v. 31. The name of the magi trate on this
coin i probably ill rendered in it termination.
220 Th Briti h
u eum po" esses a very imilar seal, not stamped
upon a hand! , but under the lip of a diota, which, standing as it
doe in the Elgin collection ( o. 344), wa , no doubt, received from
Greece. It r ads CLAE I 10; that i , sub CLAY. EVI 10,
being a known Greek name, Eu~vtor, Rornanized. This Claudius
E iniu \ a mo t lik Iy Duulnvir in orne colony; possibly, indeed,
t orinth.
221 Th old r Greek coin of the city are in cribed nAPI.
222
trabo, XIII. 5 7, 5
223 I at ITaptov KOALWV KVOP~ Tp01>or £(]'K£ 1roAiXv1J.-Incert. ap.
then.
Ill. 116.
Plin. H.
11. 53.
2:2-1 It rna
be
amined in the preface of Ruhnken, and th
di rtati n of Lemair ; both prefixed to the edition of elleius by
thclatt r.
ar.l '2.
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lated manuscript. of his work has long since perished;
and the first edition, printed whilst it still existed, offers
in different parts both cognomina. From his own narrative we collect that Velleius, in the early period of his
military career, had visited Thrace, Macedonia, Achaia,
and Asia; that he held comnland during five years
under 'riberius, accompanied him in his Pannonian
triumph, and was then decorated with the highest
military rewards. He further intimates, that having
been Qucestor, and having attained senatorian rank,
his appointment, some yea.rs later, as Prcetor, was the
last recommended to the comitia by Augustus, and the
first in which Tiberius exercised his influence; so that
it took place in A. D. 15. 225 Respecting his afterfortunes,-the post to which he was sent,-the duration and the events of his government, - he has
maintained a total and remarkable silence. There
can, however, be little doubt that he became subsequently Legatus Augusti in one or other of the
imperatorial provinces. Under the year which agrees
with A. D. 21, Tacitus relates that several of the
Thracian hordes, impatient of Roman influence, rose
against the king Rhremetalces, and besieged him in
Philippopolis; but that P. Velleius, who commanded
the nearest army, marched to the spot, and easily
"Suppressed the revolt. 226
225 Hist. 11. 104, 111,115, 121,124.
The Prretors were then
twelve.
226 'c Creletre, Odrusreque, et Dii, validre nationes, arma ceper .
Plurimi regem urbenlque Philippopolim circumsidunt: qure ubi
cognita P. Velleio, (is proximum exercitum prre idebat,) alarios
equite mittit in eos. Jp e robur peditum ad exsolvendum ob idium
c1ucit. Simulque cuncta pro pere acta; regis eruptione et advcntu
I gionis: neque aciem aut prmlimTI dici decuerit, in quo emcrmc ne
palantes trucidati unt, sine no t1'o . . anguin ."nn. Ill. 3 ,39. I
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The situation of Thrace was this: it was not a
yet a province of the empire, not having been reduced
to that form before the reign of Claudius at soonest ';
but it "ras divided into two petty kingdoms, ruled
by native princes under Roman protection. That
arrangement affected solely the interior, inhabited
by the indigenous Thracians; for the great towns
of the sea-board, being peopled by Greeks, cannot
possibly have been subjected to barbarian chiefs. 227
There is rather reason to think that they were
governed by their own laws, in which case they
formed a third division of the country. 'The Romans
did not occupy Thrace, nor did they exercise there
a direct authority. We are very accurately informed
of what· was then the distribution of their standing
armies; 228 and we thereby know that the nearest to
Thrace was that of Mresia, where two legions "rere
stationed under a Legatus Proprretor. As might be
e pected, the affairs of Thrace were subject to the
vigilance and to the occasional interference of that
officer.
It was through him that the dispatches,
the counsels or the injunctions of the emperor, were
conveyed to the kings. When disorders arose, he
has been objected, that Velleius, the historian, says nothing of this
event; but that may rather indicate that he was the general con-.
cerned, con..id ring that he says nothing of any event of his government. The e ploit, be ides, was inglorious; and he had borne arms
from hi youth.
227 "In a di i ione, arva et urbe vicina Grreci , Cotyi; quod incultum, fero , adnexum hostibu , Rhescuporidi ce it."-Tacit. Ann.
II. 64.
The capital of the latter wa evid ntly Philippopoli. It has
be n judged too hastil., that the head of Cotys . on a coin of
B zantium prove that cit to have been in his power. The circumtance i e plainable otherwi c.
2'
Ta'i u, nn. 1 . •
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repaired to their territories, to examine and to remedy.
When formidable insurrections were to be quelled,
it was his army that took the field. Of all this
there are repeated instances. 229 It is therefore certain that the P. Velleius of Tacitus was Proprretor
of Mresia in A. D. 19. 230
The manubrial epigraph which has occasioned these
observations may be reasonably ascribed to the era of
Tiberius. The name it contains cannot in those days
have been assumed optionally. One then of two things
is evident: either Parium enjoyed the Lex Latii,-and
a Duumvir, on obtaining by virtue of his office the
Roman citizenship, was permitted to adopt the pr~no
men and the gentile name of the provincial governor
in office,-or otherwise we have here the seal of
the Proprretor P. Velleius himself, as honorary
Duumvir of the Roman colony. The .latter may be
perhaps the better hypothesis. Instances of the sort
have already been exhibited. 231 It has been seen
that even the emperors sometimes assumed the
eponymic magistracy; of which Byzantium, the chief
22~

One in A. D. 19 (Tacit. Ann. II. 66, 67); another in A. D. 21
111. 39); a third in A. D. 26 (Ann. IV. 47).
230 Tacitus has marked pretty clearly the succession of governor
in Mresia at that period. Poppreus Sabinus seems to have been appointed, A. D. 11, by Augustus (Ann. VI. 39). He was confirmed,
and Macedonia and Achaia were also placed under him on the accession of Tiberius, A. D. 15 (Ann. I. 80). But he lllust have been
moved soon after to another province; for, A. D. 19, Latinius Pandus
died, Proprretor of Mresia, and was succeeded by Pomponius Flaccus,
an old man craftily advanced for a momentary purpose (Ann. 11. 66).
In A. D. 21, we find P. Velleius in command (Ann. Ill. 39). In
A. D. 26, Poppreus Sabinus had been re-appointed to Mre ia; for,
with the troops of that province, he crushed a Thracian revolt, and
obtained a triumph at Rome (Ann. IV. 47).
2~1 Ante p. 74.
(Ann.

l
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city in this region, affords conspicuous exanlples.
If these views of the subject are warranted, .the
'n1anubrium from Parium offers evidence that P.
Velleius was at one time governor of the Propontis,
annexed to Bithynia in the provincial arrangelnent
of AugustuS. 232 Viewed then in either way, the
epigraph bears out the integrity of the manuscripts
as respects the prcenomen of the legate who interposed in the Thracian outbreak. It is ~mprobable
that two persons of the same name presided at the
same time and in the same quarter of the empire over
armies and provinces of the Ccesar; 233 and if Lipsius,
Ernesti, and Ruhnken are correct in the opinion, to
which they more or less incline, that the Velleius of
Tacitus was no other than the historian Velleius
Paterculus, we may expunge the prcenomen Caius,
awarded to hin1 on equivocal grounds, and replace
Publius, as it stands on the title-page of the editio
princeps of 1520, and in that of Giunti, 1525. Assisted
too by the terra-cotta just described, we should acquire
a new fact of great probability in the biography of our
Velleius; for it \vould become credible that his first
government,-comprising, most likely, the two years
of his prcetorship and proprcetorship,-was that of
Bithynia and the Propontis, then the tenth of the
prcetorian provinces dependent on the senate and
people. 234 Subsequent employment elsewhere, as legatus
of the emperor, was of course an advancement in his
career, because the legati of the Ccesar possessed the
Strabo, XVII. 840.
His brother, who e career was neariy like his own, had been
adopted into another family, and was called Magius Celer Velleianus.
ell. lli t. 11. 115.
234
tr~ b, VII. 840.
232

233
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imperium, which the nominees of the senate had not,
and there was no fixed time for their continuance in
offi e.
EPIGRAPHS OF UNCERTAIN ORIGIN.

There are six manubria of nliscellaneous forms,
which cannot be ranged with any certainty either
in the Rhodian or in the other classes. They bear
the names
Demosthenes.
Eucanor.
Hieroteles.

Icestus.
Melanthius.
Demarchus.

These seals have no months added. Their characters
are very good. The fifth name is exceptional among
them, so far as being in the direct case, and written
in two lines with lunated letters, usually indicative
of the Roman period.
.
Equally of a late period, but with very marked
affectations of archaism, are five other handles,
seemingly of another origin. They present the simple
nanles, and no more, of
Andras.
Adreus.

Castor.
Psapho.
Xophilus.

Three read from right to left, with large letters,
imitating indifferently the ancient forms. rrwo of
the names are in the nominative.
As a general remark, the diotal manubria which
have hitherto come to my hands offer this singularity, -that whilst the Lagidre continued to rule,
Rhodes, so far as these monuments yield evidence,
seems to have pos ssed the same commercial preVOL. Ill.

o
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ference in Egypt which the Phrenicians had before
the conquests of Alexander. We do not find a single
epigraph of another city which can be assigned with
probability to the Ptolemaic period.
No sooner,
however, was that dynasty extinct, than the pottery of
Corinth made its appearance; then that of Cnidus and
the other classes which have passed under our review.
rfhe Rhodian intercourse itself presents throughout the
most interesting analogies with that which, from the
thirteenth to the beginning, of the sixteenth century,
was maintained by the Venetian republic with Egypt
and Syria, under their independent Sultans.

POS~.rSCRIPT.

AN opportunity has just now offered for consulting
the dissertation of Mr. Thiersch, to which allusion
has been made in p. 4. It is contained in the second
volume, for 1838, of the 'Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie,' and it is entitled 'Ueber Henkel
irdener Geschirre, mit Inschriften und Fabrikzeichen.'
The memoir of Mr. Thiersch is highly important for
the monurnents represented in its four lithographed
plates, as well as for the place of discovery. Those
monuments are forty-eight manubria, which a German
gentleman, Mr. Stademann,-whilst engaged in drawing a panorama of the vicinity of Athens,-found,
within a small compass, near the western foot of
the remarkable hill Anchesmus, or Lycabettus. On
on of the e manubria, Mr. Thiersch identifies the
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rose as it is represented upon the' coins of Rhodes;
on another, the name of the people of Thasos: the
remaining handles he assigns to Cnidians, the name
of that people being inscribed upon seventeen of the
number.
The dissertation, very ingeniously reasoned, shows
how much uncertainty has prevailed on the subject
of diotal stamps; owing, no doubt, in a great measure,
to the limited range of the examples. Its views embrace eight separate results, dependent on the main
hypothesis, that the manubria are specimens of old
Athenian earthenware ;-their legends and devices
aving reference to masters of potteries, of whom one
was a Thasian, one a Rhodian, the rest natives of
Cnidus ;-and that these master-potters were settled, as
"/L€TOtKOt, in the outer Cerameicus, between the opening
of the Peloponnesian war and the period of Alexander,
(431 to 336 B. c.) Such opinions have now their test
in the handles from Alexandria; which bear, not
merely the naIJ;les of Cnidian and Rhodian magistrates,
but also their titles of office. The value, however, of
the seals represented in the plates of the Munich
dissertation, leads me to submit, in few words and not
controversially, my own conceptions of those monuments.
The first eighteen are Cnidian'e Nos. 10 and 17
are counterparts of Nos. 315 and 300 from Alexandria. The series procured at Athens contains, in
all, seventeen Cnidian names. Of these, Apollonidas,
Ariston, Euphragoras, Maron, Philombrotidas, Arch,agoras, Dredalus (?), Jason (?), and Chrysippus, have
not occurred to me. Among devices, the star belongs
to Agathinus, rather than to Athenreus, as I had con.ectured. Maron has the diota, Chrysippus the lion'
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head. The bee, or fly, much defaced, is found upon
a small fragment; and as that emblem is distinct, on
another Cnidian fragment from Alexandria, it must be
added to the devices of Cnidian magistrates. Six
manubria, having circular stamps occupied by bulls'
heads, offer imperfect legends, Among them, Nos.
25 and 26 are probably Cnidian; but the rest, and
especially No. 24, may be from other places. Olbia,
Panticapreum, &c., have the bull's head upon their
money. No. 19, which contains the title of a magistrate, 'AUrVV6fJ-OS, (it is not a proper name,) is
seemingly from some port on the Euxine, or not very
remote from that sea; for it closely resembles the
class of handles found at Olbia. Upon it is a small
figure of the cantharus, or two-handled cup; and,
if that represents a national symbol, it may indicate
Callipolis on the Thracian Chersonesus, a city of
which the coins exhibit the same device, (Mionnet,
Sup. 11. 523.) The interesting seal No. 20 is inscribed in handsome letters SAI:lnN, under which is
a large cornucopia, and below that the name of a
magistrate, perhaps in the direct case eJ>EIAnCN], the
space being very restricted. The stamps Nos. 21, 34,
and 35, are undoubtedly Rhodian; and the two which
can be read bear names found at Alexandria. Possibly
o. 38, and the two countermarks with single letters,
Nos. 47 and 48, may likewise be Rhodian. Among
the whole forty-eight seals there are at least twentythree of which the epigraphs are too far obliterated to
be at all legible in the drawings.
From the handles di covered by Mr. Stademann,
fact are deducible which advance us some steps
further in our knowledge of ancient commerce. It
appears that the wine of Thasos, which ranked along
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with the Lesbian and Coan, as inferior only to the
Chian, was exported to Athens by the chief city of
that island itself, or at least in diotre which bore the
names of its people and of their eponymi. It is clear
that the Rhodians, at one period, supplied Athens
with the celebrated wines of Asia Minor and of the
adjacent islands, although the paucity of Rhodian
manubria suggests the question whether that Asiatic
trade, purely one of luxury, had any regular footing at
Athens much sooner than at Rome. From the
nlarked difference of palreography, it is also clear that
the same supply passed, at a subsequent epoch, into
the hands of the Cnidians; an event not assignable,
perhaps, to a time greatly anterior to that of the
Antonines. There is besides, in the epigraph No. 19,
a very safe indication that Athens received pickled
fish from the Euxine, or from the straits of the
Propontis.
Among the more general consequences of this inquiry, it may finally be noted,-that Rhodian manubria
have already been detected throughout Sicily, at
Athens, at Alexandria, and at Xanthus ;-Cnidian
manubria, at Athens and at Alexandria. Again, to the
list of cities of which the diotal seals have been described in the preceding Memoir, we must add Thasos
(Thiersch, Pi. 11. No. 20); as well as l-Ieraclea Pontica
and Sinope, on the authority of the following epigraphs
from handles found at Olbia, and reported in the
Corpus Inscriptionum Grrecarum, No. 2085, a, b:
XABPIA
Al:TYNO[MOY]
HPAKAECfiTAN]*

9EOrEITOY
Al:TYNOCMOY]
l:INfinlfiCN]

* As the majority of legend, on the money of Heraclea Pontica,
are in the Doric dialect, 1;:0 Xa(3p{a, on the manubrium, is the gen.
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,-And, so far as we have yet ascertained, the cities of
which the people are named at length, or quite unmistakably, upon their vase-stamps, areLysimachia,
Parium,
Heraclea Pontica, and

Cnidus,
Thasos,
Hierapytna,
Sinope.

Dor. of Xaf3pLa~. The third word stand HPAKAEI in the C. 1. G.
If I is in the original, the word should perhaps be filled up
cHpaKAELWraV, or -(i)V, becau e there is frequently a confusion of the
single vowel and of the diphthong, in these diotallegends; but they
do not appear to furni h any examples of a city being named
otherwise than ethnically.
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GI>. AriSlodClnUll.

67.

Id.

68. Aristogenes.
69.
Id.

70.

Eni APIITOAAMOY Ll.AAIOY
Eni A[PI]I:[TO]AAMOY YAKIN01QY

Eni APIITOrENEYI: APTAMITlOY
Eni APIITOrENEYl: BAAPûMIO[Y]

Id.

[Eni] APlrrorEN[E]YI: .6.AAIOY (Rose.)
[Ent APIITo]rEI[TO]Y .àAAIOY
7'1..
Id.
Eni APII:TQrEITOY l:MINSIOY
73.
Id.
Ent APIITorEITOY YAKIN01QY
74. Aristomachus. APlrrOMA[X]O[Y] (I-Icad or lIeHus.)
75.
Id.
En' IEPEIU: APIITOMAXQY l:MIN010Y
76.
Id.
Ent APII:TOMA[XOY] [YA)KINOIOY
(1""'.)
Ent APIITQMAXQY nANAMOY
nid.
Id.
Eni APIITOMAXQY KAPNEIOV (A.)
78. Arisloll.
APIITnNOI:
71. AristogilUS.

79.

Id.

[En]1 APIUnNOI: YAKIN[0]I[OY)
(Rose.)

SO.
Id.
81.
hl.
tle. Aristo[lOlius.
83. Aristratus.
8-1.
Id.
85.
Id.
86. Arnibius.

87.

Id.

88.
59.
!JO.
91.
92.
9J.

Animas.
Arrlaidns.
Ascll'pindcs.
Astpncdcs.
Id.
Athnnodotus.

9<1.

Id.

95.

Id.

[EnI] APII:[T]ONOI: [A]rPI[ANIOY) ~
En' IEPEnI: APII:TnNOI: APTAMITIOY
Eni APII:TOnOl\IOYl
Eni APIITPATO ZMIN010I:' (Rose.)
E[nI] APII:[TPAT]OY K[A]PNEIOY
Eni API:I.[TP]ATOY .6.AI\[IOY)
Eni APNIBIOY MAKIN010Y
[E]nI A[PN]1810Y .6.AI\IOY
APTIMA
Eni APVI\AI.6.A [M]I\IOY (Rose.)
AI:KI\AnIAM
[Eni] ArTYMH.o.EYl: YAKIN910Y
Eni ArTYMH.o.EYI: BA.6.[POMIOY]
A0ANO.o.OTOY
Eni AeANO.6.0TOY .6.AI\IOY
En' A0ANO.o.OTOY ArPIANIOY (Rose.)

• 1 The n il aùscnt rrom Ihis BeaI, the 0 which oœul'iea illl place bcÎng plain.
7 .. TIle noble gTe)'bcard:" n new name; the rl'ftding clear•
• Quite plain; the final Y of the !lame llcillg omittcd, and the mOllth ",ntten
in the nOLDÎ.nath"c CUlle: Z alla u~ul'J)ing Ihe place of I:.

